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Chairman’s Words |ѱᑣⲺ䂧

2015 was an extremely special year for all SPRGers. In addition
to celebrating our 20th anniversary as a Group, the Beijing
office welcomed its 15th anniversary and the Taiwan and
Singapore offices both marked their 10th anniversary. What’s
more, Strategic CSR Network Limited (”Strategic CSR Network”)
commenced its first year of operation.
Ahead of the Group’s major milestone, we invited colleagues
from all nine regional offices to gather in Hong Kong in July,
the month in which SPRG was founded 20 years earlier.
Besides visiting our headquarters, colleagues were treated to
a fun day at Ocean Park and a memorable banquet with their
families. Some 70 colleagues also participated in our first-ever
two-day regional staff training course, which we named SPRG
Dynamics 2015.
The highlight of our celebrations was the 20th Anniversary
Cocktail Reception that welcomed more than 600 guests,
including clients and business partners with whom we have
enjoyed valuable and long-standing partnerships – ties that I
look forward to further strengthening in the years to come.
Certainly adding to specialness of this anniversary year has
been the many industry awards bestowed on SPRG. In 2015,
the Group was named “Public Relations Agency of the Year in
Asia” and “Public Relations Agency of the Year in Asia Pacific”,
by The Stevie® Awards for the third and second consecutive
year respectively. While all of the accomplishments, awards and
records broken over the years have been immensely rewarding,
it is the contributions made to society and the social values
disseminated that truly constitute our proudest achievements.
Correspondingly, the establishment of Strategic CSR Network
on our 20th anniversary has been particularly meaningful. The
not-for-profit platform brings together corporations, NGOs,
charities and volunteers to help the underprivileged in society.
And fittingly, its motto: “We Care, We Connect, We Contribute”,
perfectly summarises our dedication to serve the local
communities in which we live and work.

remain fully committed to strengthening partnerships and
reaching more business milestones with our stakeholders in the
coming years. Just as important, through Strategic CSR
Network, we will work together with our benefactors and
partners to also make a difference in society!
2015ᒪᱥ䶔ᑮ⢯࡛ⲺжᒪȾ㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎឬ⾓20䙧ᒪҁ䳑θ
ҕ䘄्Ӣ࠼ޢਮ15ઞᒪθਦ⚙᯦ࣖ࠼ޢਮ10䙧ᒪθ⮬
❬䚺ᴿ㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗ᴿ䲆ޢਮδɇ㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗Ɉε
Ⲻ↙ᕅᡆȾ
䳼ൎ20ᒪࢃ᯲йᴾԳᡆθғᇬ࠼ޢਮⲺੂӁ᯲ᵢᒪйᴾ
喀䳼俏⑥৹㿶㑳䜞θќ䙙ੂᇬӰ৹ࣖ⎭⍁ޢൈжཟ⑮ଗᐛ
Აᇪθ⮬ѣ70ཐੂӁᴪ৹㠽䳼ൎ俌⅗㠿䗜Ⲻޟཟॶตฯ䁉
䃨ぁSPRG Dynamics 2015Ⱦ
㠩᯲ޞᒪឬ⾓⍱ऋⲺ䠃唔⮬❬ᱥ20䙧ᒪឬ⾓䞈ᴹȾ⮬ᰛּ䌉
䙴600փθऻᤢᇘᡬᾣएཛժθޞᱥᡇ࠼ॷه䠃㿌Ⲻ
㘷ᵁਁθᵕᵑཝᇬ㒲㓂ਾ֒❗䯉θ䇉ᖲ↚ӈⲺؗ䰒↭ѻ
ᖂ᯦Ⱦ
ഔ俌䚄ৱᔵ䔿θ䳼ൎ൞уੂ乎ต㺞⨴⿶ݠθԀᒪҕуׁཌθ
㒲㓂⦨ᗍཐ主ᾣ⮂⇀ῤθऻᤢ⦨Stevie®ཝ⦄䙙㓂ㅢпᒪ䂋
⛰ɇӔ⍨ᴶ֩ޢ䰒亝அɈૂ䙙㓂ㅢӂᒪ䂋⛰ɇӔའॶᴶ֩
ޢ䰒亝அɈθᡆ㑴ԚӰ啉㡔Ⱦռᡇؗθ㑧₡ޢ䰒ᴶᕋԛ
㠠䊠Ⲻуᱥᡇه䍅Ҽཐቇ⦄主θࢫҼཐቇ㌶䤺θ㙂ᱥᡇه
ᱥੜቃӰᴿⴀ㲋θቃ⽴ᴹᴿٲܯȾ
⛰ֵ䙧ᒪឬ⾓ᴪᴿᝅ㗟θ䳼ൎᡆ䶔⢕ᒩਦ㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա
㏨㎗θሽԷᾣȽ䶔᭵ᓒₕ Ƚൎ儊㗟ᐛㅿуੂ㗚儊
䙙㒡䎭ּθжੂ䰒亝ᕧघ⽴㗚θќԛɇ䰒ᗹκ䙙ᗹκᝑᗹɈ
⛰于Ქθ䓡儊࣑㺂θᵃएᡇ⭕ه⍱ᐛ֒ᡶ൞Ⲻ⽴ॶȾ
ኋᵑሽּθ䳼ൎᴹ㒲㓂ᤷж䋡Ⲻ㏉⠕⨼ᘫθሜ⨴ਥᤷ㓂
ⲲኋⲺԷᾣ于Ქθ䷅രᡇه൞Ӕ⍨ᐸⲺ乎ቄ൦փȾᡇه
൦Ⲻሾᾣൎ䳀θᴹ㒲㓂䐕ᇘᡬᾣཛժ᭒ᢁਾ֒θާࢫ
֩㑴χќ䙅䚄㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗θ㠽⮂ᴿᗹӰж䎭θ⛰
⽴ᴹ֒࠰䋘⦱Κ

Going forward, we will continue to uphold the business
rationale and corporate vision that have underpinned SPRG’s
development, and which will enable us to further strengthen
our leading position in the Asia market. Moreover, our teams will

Richard Tsang
Chairman
ѱᑣᴴะ
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March ྱᐎ

Sweet surprise! Tailor-made macarons
emblazoned with the Group’s 20th
anniversary logo are prepared for
everyone at SPRG Hong Kong as part of
the new logo launch. SPRG Malaysia
celebrates with unique cupcakes
⭒㵒傐20䙧ᒪ⁏䃂↙ᕅ᧞࠰θ䳼ൎ
䀸㼳দр䙧ᒪ⁏䃂Ⲻ俢গ嗃θ䘷㎜∅փ
俏⑥ੂӁχ俢ּ㾵Ӕ࠼ޢਮࡽԛ⢯࡛Ⲻ
ᶥᆆ㴁㌋ּகऋ20䙧ᒪឬ⾓⍱ऋ

May ᇥᐎ

Over 130 Hong Kong colleagues and their
family members enjoy a four-day company
trip to Seoul, South Korea
俏⑥ੂӁᇬӰж㺂䙴130Ӱθ৹ࣖ䳼ൎ
Ⲻ三俌⡴ཟ⑮

July ᐎ

A series of celebratory activities are organised
as over 300 SPRGers and their loved ones
gather in Hong Kong：
20th Anniversary Cocktail Reception
Fun Day at Ocean Park
Staff Dinner
SPRG Dynamics 2015 Training Programme
Annual Regional Meeting

A cheque presentation ceremony for
establishing a scholarship with The School of
Journalism and Communication, The Chinese
University of Hong Kong is organised
Strategic CSR Network is officially launched
䎻䚄ف㑧₡Ӱ㿠ਁ㚐俌жุθ৹ࣖ
ж䙙Ѩឬ⾓⍱ऋφ
20䙧ᒪឬ⾓䞈ᴹ
⎭⍁ޢൈੂ‸ᰛ
ଗᐛᲐᇪ
SPRG Dynamics 2015 ฯ䁉䃨ぁ
䳼ൎᒪᓜᴹ䆦

俏⑥ѣᮽཝᆮ᯦㚔㠽۩ᆮ䲘⦄ᆮ䠇
᭥⾞䚔Ӛܶᕅ
㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗↙ᕅᡆ

August ُᐎ

On a sunny day, SPRGers and their family
members enjoy a wonderful boat trip
㑧₡Ӱ㠽ᇬӰж䎭䚀㡯⋩θӡ⠜⡑
䲳ݿ

October ဦᐎ

All together to watch The Intern – and it’s a
private screening
ऻླᡨɅ㿁㘈䲆㘼Ɇ

December ဦ࣎ᐎ

A Christmas barbecue serves as a fitting
finale for an unforgettable year
༉䔮⍱ऋφ㚌䃋⠈✚⍴ቃ
On Facebook, 10 funny teasers – produced
in-house by member offices – are launched
consecutively to kick-start celebratory activities
10⇫൦ੂӁ㠠ᇬ㼳֒Ⲻᴿ䏙⸣⡽൞
㟿ᴮрⲲվθ⛰䙙Ѩឬ⾓⍱ऋᨣ䯁ᓅᒋ
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Milestones across the Group | ⯗ᩛൿ

Taiwan Ӱវ
SPRG Taiwan reaffirmed its commitment to serve local communities by organising
the meaningful “Hair for Hope” CSR campaign on its 10th anniversary. The Taiwan
office worked with Hope Foundation for Cancer Care and Hong Kong and Macau
Taiwanese Charity Fund to help patients fighting cancer. 110 Taiwan citizens
subsequently donated their hair to produce wigs for cancer patients.
ਦ⚙࠼ޢਮॷ䙧ᒪឬ⾓⍱ऋԛഔ侁⽴ᴹ࠰ⲲθഔࡦࢫⲺࡓ㺭θ㚥ੂⲂ⯽
ᑂᵑะ䠇ᴹ㠽⑥◩ਦ⚙ะ䠇ᴹ⛰Ⲃਁᢉ≙θԛɇᑂᵑᗔ乣䯁ခɈ⍱ऋθ
ਢ䳼ޞਦ110փ≇ᦆⲲ⛰Ⲃਁ㐞㒊㗄响ٽ儤θⴗԷᾣ⽴ᴹ䋢ԱȾ

Singapore ኆ૯າ
SPRG Singapore celebrated its 10th anniversary with a
1920s Shanghai-themed party. Guests and colleagues
participated enthusiastically in games that included
the Best Dressed Contest. During the occasion,
General Manager Edwin Yeo also revealed plans for
the launch of the agency’s own content hub – SPRG
Newsroom – at the end of March 2016.
᯦ࣖ࠼ޢਮॷ䙧ᒪ⍴ቃԛ1920ᒪԙр⎭⛰ѱ亂θ
ᑣ䯉㑳㏉⨼ᾀᘍ㚦ᇙվሽ᯲2016ᒪпᴾᓋᡆޢਮ
䋽䁀ѣᗹSPRG NewsroomȾ⮬Ა䌉ѱⴗ↗θӰ㩳
࣑৹㠽主䚀ᡨ㠽ᴶ֩㺙㪍⫦ㇶȾ

Beijing ڗஉ
SPRG Beijing celebrated its 15th anniversary during the
year. At the same time, the office relocated to new
premises in July so that colleagues would enjoy a more
spacious and comfortable workplace. The company also
organised the “We Are Family” annual dinner, during
which trophies were presented to staff members who
have served the company for five years or more. Among
these long-term colleagues included two SPRGers who have
been with the Beijing office since its inception.
्Ӣ࠼ޢਮ䚟䙘ᡆ15䙧ᒪθ൞7ᴾᩢ䚭ࡦ᯦䗜Ӂ㲋θ
㎜ҾੂӁᴪሢᮔ㡈䚟Ⲻᐛ֒⫦ູθќ᯲ᒪᵡ㠿䗜ɇWe
Are FamilyɈ䙧ᒪᲐᴹθ䅓ੂӁቃޢਮⲺ䋘⦱ – ൞ޢ
ਮᐛ֒ᒪԛрⲺଗᐛ⦨么ⲲṼθ⮬ѣޟփᴪ൞ޢਮ
ᡆҁᱸᐨࣖޛȾ
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Fast Facts 2015 ැǗѵ
Founded in 1995, SPRG began as a boutique financial PR consultancy in Hong Kong. With a skeleton staff of five, the
company provided professional financial communications services for just four clients in its first year of business.
Nonetheless, SPRG not only survived, but thrived, transforming into an integrated PR network, which today consists
of nine offices and 300 PR professionals who serve 300+ clients across Asia.
ⁱ፹Τ⼭⾤ۯၧ۸ㄴᗿṃ㘼ዏㄱӪᄾǄԂ։ନ㘼៌ۏʫৃ༖ɮਅዏ⦵ Τ⼭ᅁѝĶ᧧۸㘼⾤ۯର៌ࠟ·҂ᮆΤ⼭
シۯ⾤ב㘼۸ǈᕗ⡘ᄾƱϧΤӵ㘼→ᄾԂਅዏΤ⼭シבᅁѝ⨩⯮ʫৃĶ
One of the largest public relations networks in Asia and the largest PR agency in Hong Kong providing integrated PR consultancy services
Ӕ⍨ᴶཝޢ䰒䳼ൎҁж俏⑥ᴶཝޢ䰒亝அޢਮθᨆב㏒ਾޢ䰒亝அᵃए

2015
Retainer
+ clients

51%
Financial

300

49%
Corporate

communications
clients

marketing
clients

䋗㏉۩䁀ᇘᡬ

Էᾣᐸ᧞ᔙ
ᇘᡬ

No. of years working with SPRG
㠽䳼ൎਾ֒ᒪᮮ

ᇘᡭ
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No. 1 in HK IPO/IR Communications Market
俏⑥᯦рᐸ䋗㏉۩䁀ᐸ乎ቄ㘻

%

44%
0

100%

Clients
ᇘᡬ

Long-standing partnerships with clients
䮭ᵕᇘᡬਾ֒䰒

Stable and Experienced Workforce ゟᇐ㏉傍䊆ሂⲺൎ䳀
Have been with
SPRG for
ޛ㚭

34 =25% 15
new listings
᯦рᐸ۩䁀主ⴤ

15%

5

ᇘᡭ

No.

6%

15

4 Clients

86

1%

20

1995

Retainer client
retention rate
䮭ᵕᇘᡬ㏣ᤷ⦽

market share
ᐸԳ亃

Have joined the Group in HK for
ࣖޛ䳼ൎ俏⑥㑳䜞

323

%

15

years
+ᒪ

Have been with
SPRG for
ޛ㚭

15 10
%

11

Completed
ᡆ㠩Ԁᇂᡆ

years
5
+ᒪ
30

Have joined their respective office since inception
㠠࠼ޢਮᡆᱸࣖޛ㠩Ԁ

Retention rate
stands at
ଗᐛゟᇐᙝ儎䚊

years
+ᒪ

67

%

Thought Leadership ࠼ӡ㺂ᾣ⸛䆎

new listings since inception
᯦рᐸ۩䁀主ⴤ

Senior management
have spoken at
㇗⨼ኚ᯲

Global Network ⫦⨹㚥ⴕ㏨㎗

150+

media impressions
儊ᴓݿ
Through our cohesive
global affiliation network,
we can assist clients to access
㐀ᇼ⫦⨹㚥ⴕ㏨㎗θᵃए㾼㬁⨹ޞ

20+

regional/
international
conferences
൦ॶു䳑䄌
࠼ӡሾᾣ⸛䆎

Contribution to Industry 䋘⦱ᾣ⮂

Scholarship ⦄ᆮ䠇

110+

School of Journalism and Communication,
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
俏⑥ѣᮽཝᆮ
᯦㚔۩ᆮ䲘

HK$1,000,000

cities around the world
คᐸ

Student interns hired
ཝሾሜ㘈⭕
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Jan

Mar

May

Completes

1

ᇂᡆ

st

Shanghai IPO

SPRG is proud to be the official PR partner and
sponsor of the inaugural “HKIRA IR Awards”.

р⎭᯦рᐸ
۩䁀主ⴤ

䳼ൎ⛰俏⑥ᣋ䋽㘻䰒ঊᴹ俌ቼɇ俏⑥
ᣋ䋽㘻䰒ཝ⦄ɈⲺᇎᯯޢ䰒ཛժ䪳⸩
䍀ࣟȾ

Feb

Jun
Hong Kong SPRGers have a splendid time
during the annual dinner.
俏⑥ੂӁ↗ᓜ䙧ᒪᲐᇪȾ

Apr

Completes

300
ᇂᡆ

th
new listing
᯦рᐸ۩䁀主ⴤ

ecord
New R

倝私ꏖ

SPRG is named “Best Financial PR Firm in Asia”
by Corporate Governance Asia for the fifth
consecutive year.
䳼ൎ䙙㓂ㅢӊᒪ⦨ɅӔ⍨Էᾣ㇗⋱Ɇ䴒䃂
么ⲲɇӔ⍨ᴶ֩䋗㏉ޢ䰒Ɉῤ䆳Ⱦ

Colleagues from different cultures celebrate the Year
of the Goat in their own unique way.
൦ੂӁԛуੂᯯᕅឬ⾓㗀ᒪּ㠞Ⱦ
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Over 100 senior representatives from
independent agencies around the world
gather in Cape Town, South Africa to attend
the “45th PROI Worldwide Global Summit”.
䎻䚄100⦞ޢ䰒ޢਮⲺ儎ኚԙ㺞θ⭧ь⮂
൦ּࡦ䶔䯁Ფᮜθ࠰ᑣɇㅢ45ቼു䳑
ޢ䰒㚥ⴕ⨹ޞ儎ጦᴹɈȾ

Richard is ranked among the world’s 500 most
important people in the PR industry, according
to PRWeek ‘s “2015 Power Book”.
ᴴะ⦨ࡍɅPRWeekɆɇ2015 Global Power
Book」⨹ޞ500ᴶޭᖧ丵࣑ޢ䰒Ӱ⢟Ⱦ

Jul

Nov

Oct

Handles

4HKout
of 5
IPOs in a day
ੂжཟᇂᡆӊف
᯦рᐸ۩䁀主ⴤѣҁف
ecord
New R

倝私ꏖ

Richard is ranked among Hong Kong's top 100
most influential people in the “2015 Debrett's
Hong Kong 100”. This marks the first time that
Debrett’s, a 250-year-old British luxury lifestyle
brand, has compiled a top 100 list for Hong Kong.

The new SPRG Beijing office looks splendid!

ᴿ250ᒪ↭ਨⲺ㤧ു儎㍐⭕⍱⢂Debrett’s
俌ᓜּ⑥᧞࠰ɇ2015 Debrett's Hong Kong
100」Ⱦᴴะ㻡䚮⛰ᴶޭᖧ丵࣑Ⲻᵢ
൦Ӱ⢟ҁжȾ

्Ӣ࠼ޢਮ᯦䗜Ӂ㲋θॷ࠼᱄ӤΚ

Aug
“Hair for Hope”: SPRG Taiwan colleagues
celebrate the office’s 10th anniversary by
contributing to a meaningful social cause.

Dec

ɇᑂᵑᗔ乣䯁ခɈφਦ⚙ੂӁԛഔ侁⽴ᴹⲺ
ᯯᕅּឬ⾓࠼ޢਮᡆ10䙧ᒪȾ

Richard hosts a bi-annual orientation meetingcum-lunch, explaining SPRG’s corporate culture to
newcomers.
ᴴะ㿠㠠ѱᤷঀᒪжᓜⲺ䘄᯦ॾ但ᴹθੇ
᯦ੂӁ࠼ӡ䳼ൎⲺԷᾣᮽौȾ

Sep

Richard chairs a panel discussion on
Tomorrow’s CSR during the Holmes Report’s
“In2 Summit” in Hong Kong.
ᴴะ൞ɅHolmes ReportɆѱࣔⲺ俏⑥
ɇIn2 Summit」рѱᤷTomorrow’s CSR䇰එȾ

Richard joins the Storming the C-suite
discussion, during the Holmes Report's “Global
PR Summit”.
ᴴะ൞ɅHolmes ReportɆѱ䗜ⲺɇGlobal
PR Summit」θ৹㠽Storming the C-suite䁄䄌
⫦ㇶȾ

SPRG is the official PR partner of “The IR
Magazine Awards & Conference – Greater China”.
䳼ൎ⛰ɇIR Magazine 2015ཝѣ㨥൦ॶᴹ䆦᳞
么⦄ޮɈⲺཝᴹާޢ䰒ਾ֒ཛժȾ

SPRG captures a total of 11 awards in four days,
including “The Gold Stevie® Awards”.

No.1 in Hong Kong IPO market by completing
34 new listings in 2015.

㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ൞ཟޝ₡ᦹऻᤢStevie®䠇⦄θ
ਾާ11فᾣ⮂⦄主Ⱦ

ޞᒪᇂᡆ34ف俏⑥᯦рᐸ۩䁀主ⴤθ乎ቄ
ᐸȾ
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CSR | ȁዏᵄᄺ⦿ǽ

SPRG partners with various
stakeholders to contribute to society
簳堽Ⱆꡠ꧋㕰莄ぐ歲ざ⡲㔐꺇爢剚

Strategic CSR Network is a registered not-for-profit organisation and a one-stop platform that aims at
serving underprivileged communities in Hong Kong on an ongoing basis. Established, funded and supported
by SPRG since late 2014, Strategic CSR Network leverages the existing business and social networks of SPRG,
as well as its experience in devising and participating in charitable and voluntary works, to connect and bring
together different parties, including corporations, NGOs, charities and volunteers to achieve common goals.
Strategic CSR Network also welcomes reusable product donations so as to reduce solid waste.
㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗⛰䁱߀䶔⢕ₕ θ↚жㄏᕅᒩਦᰞ൞䮭ᵕᵃए俏⑥Ⲻᕧघ⽴㗚Ⱦ䂨ₕ ൞㑧₡ޢ䰒
䳼ൎⲺ᭥ᤷсθ᯲2014ᒪᓋ⭧䳼ൎ࠰䋽ᡆθ䙅䚄䳼ൎ⨴ᴿᾣएૂ⽴ᴹ㜾㎗θԛެٕ㊂䗜৹㠽
ૂ㗟एᐛ֒Ⲻ䊆ሂ㏉傍θࠓ㚐ᯯθ॥㚐ԷᾣȽ䶔᭵ᓒₕ Ƚൎ儊㗟ᐛθ᭒ᢁᵃए⽴ᴹȾ㑧₡⽴
ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗Ӝ↗䘄ਥᗠ⫦߃⭞⢟Ⲻᦆ䌾θԛቇ䋽Ⓠ⎠䋱Ⱦ

Vision 격兞
We Care
ꡠ䗱

We cherish the communities in which
we live and work, and are committed
to making a difference in society
through our actions.
ᡇ⨃ه㿌㠠ᐧ⭕⍱ᐛ֒ᡶ൞Ⲻ
⽴ॶθᢵ䄴ԛ䓡儊࣑㺂ᯯᕅθ
⛰⽴ᴹᑬּ᭯䇀Ⱦ
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We Connect
鸭䗱

We connect corporations,
NGOs, charities and volunteers;
working together as long-term partners
to support local communities.
ᡇهሽуੂԷᾣȽ䶔⢕ₕ Ƚ
ൎ儊ૂ㗟ᐛ䙙㒡䎭ּθᡆ⛰䮭ᵕ
ਾ֒ཛժθ喀ᗹᵃए
ᵢ൦⽴ॶȾ

We Contribute
䠥䗱

We collect products donated by
corporations, and through
organising/participating community
events on a regular basis, distribute such
products to those in need.
ᡇهሽᗔуੂԷᾣक䳼Ⲻ⢟䋽θ
䙅䚄㠿䗜৹㠽つ⽴ॶ⍱ऋθ
䘷㎜ᴿ䴶㾷ⲺӰ༡Ⱦ

How does the
CSR platform work?

簳堽爢剚顑⟣笩窄㥵⡦麋⡲

All donated products sent to Strategic CSR Network are
separately stored and managed by our CSR Officer
㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗ሽ᭬ࡦⲺᦆ䌾⢟䋽ݨᆎ᯲⦞ؿᓡθ
⭧主ⴤѱԱ㇗⨼

Suitable beneficiaries and their daily needs are identified
through reputable NGO/charity partners. Products are
distributed through their regular community services or
activities organised by Strategic CSR Network
൞ؗ䆳㢥ླⲺ䶔⢕ₕ ཛժⲺᒡࣟсθ⻰䃃ਾ䚟
ⲺࣟӰⷣ䀙ެ⭕⍱䴶㾷Ⱦ⢟䋽᯲ਾ֒ཛժᇐᵕ㠿䗜
㑧₡⽴ᴹ䋢Ա㏨㎗㊂䗜Ⲻ⽴ॶᵃए⍱ऋӚҾࣟӰ

Volunteers are recruited from different sectors and are
involved in distributing products to the needy, as well as
offering comfort and care
ּ㠠уੂ⮂࡛Ⲻ㗟ᐛሽ⢟䋽䘷ࡦᴿ䴶㾷ⲺӰ༡ᢁрθ
ќ䘷р䰒ᠭ
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CSR Events

崞⹛蔄窚

Elderly
䮭㘻

Children and Young People
ވㄛ䶈ቇᒪ

Physical / Mental Disability
儊䳒Ჰ䳒

Family and Community
ᇬᓣ⽴ॶ
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An aggregate of
ਾ䇗

In-kind donations
valued at

310+

䍀ࣟ⢟䋽㑳ٲ

Ӱ⅗

890
17
1,230
12
18
attendees

HK$640,000

Service hours
ቅᱸ⽴ᴹᵃए

Community events
⽴ॶ⍱ऋ

Beneficiaries
ࣟӰ

Corporate donors

Community partners

䍀ࣟₕ

⽴ॶਾ֒ཛժ

Accomplishments within
the second half of 2015 ♴⼱䎃涸䊨⡲䧭籑
䍀ࣟₕ
Corporate Donors 赞助机构

⽴ॶਾ֒ཛժ
Community Partners 社区合作伙伴
୷࿎௲३ෝߞက
ଭξߏޣӦύЈ
Asbury Methodist
Social Service
ᗠ䚉㺑⨼Ӕᯥ⨼
循道卫理亚斯理
⽴ᴹᵃए㲋
社会服务处

ELCHK, Ma On Shan District
Elderly Community Centre

St. Paul’s College
㚌ؓ㖻ᴮ䲘
圣保罗书院

Kwun Tong
Methodist Social Service
ᗠ䚉㺑⨼㿶ຎ⽴ᴹᵃए㲋
循道卫理观塘社会服务处

The Church of
Christ in China
The Covenant Church
ѣ㨥ะᮏᴹཟ㌺ุ
中华基督教会天约堂

The Neighbourhood
Advice-Action Council
䝦㡃䕊ቄᴹ
邻舍辅导会

Methodist Epworth Village
Community Centre,
Social Welfare
ᗠ䚉ᝑ㨥ᶇᵃएѣᗹ
循道爱华村服务中心
⽴ᴹ⿅䜞
社会福利部

Wan Chai Methodist Centre
for the Seniors
ᗠ䚉㺑⨼⚙Ԋ䮭㘻ᵃएѣᗹ
循道卫理湾仔长者服务中心
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Pro Bono and Volunteer Works | ℘ନᕠљ
Volunteers in Action
魧넒⸂遤㔐꺇爢剚

“I love nature!” – SPRG colleagues join International
Coastal Cleanup 2015 in Starfish Bay, Hong Kong.
ɇᡇᝑཝ㠠❬!」ιੂӁࡦه俏⑥⎭᱕⚙৹㠽ു䳑
⎭ዮ▊㺂ऋ2015Ⱦ

As the official PR partner (2015/2016) of Hong Kong AIDS Foundation, SPRG
provides pro bono services that include PR support for its 2015 World AIDS
Day event.
䳼ൎ⛰俏⑥ᝑ━⯻ะ䠇ᴹ2015/2016ᒪᓜⲺ㗟एޢ䰒亝அθᰟࢃ⛰ɇ2015
ь⮂ᝑ━⯻ᰛᲐᴹɈᨆޢב䰒ᵃएȾ
SPRG Malaysia provides pro bono media relations
services for “Wonderful Tonight”, a charity concert to
raise funds for flood relief in Nepal and Kelantan.
俢ּ㾵Ӕ࠼ޢਮ⛰ɇWonderful Tonight」╊୧ᴹ
㗟ए䋖䋢儊䰒ᐛ֒θ⛰䌇☕ቲ⌀⡴ਿ㱣ѯᐔ
≪⚳࠰ж࠼࣑Ⱦ

SPRG Shanghai supports Shanghai Youth Bakers
Programme by participating in a bakery session, with the
sponsorship fee used to help run a free bakery school
for disadvantaged youths.
р⎭ੂӁ৹㠽䶔⢕ൎ儊⎭р䶈❏Ⲻ✎ฯ⍱ऋθ
ќ䍀ࣟ䋝ヤᒪ䶈Ӱ৹ࣖ✎ฯ⨣Ⱦ

SPRG Volunteer Team visits elderly households with
their family members.
䳼ൎⲺ㗟ᐛ䳀ᇬӰж䎭᧘䁠䮭㘻Ⱦ
12

Hong Kong colleagues enjoy a morning jog during the Po Leung Kuk Charity Run.
俏⑥ੂӁ৹㠽ؓ㢥ቶ䐇Ⱦ

Beyond Social Services helps
low-income households through
community support programmes
and by counselling at-risk youths. SPRG
Singapore provided media relations
support to help the organisation
continue their good work.
Beyond Social Services⛰ք᭬ޛᇬᓣ
ᨆॶ⽴ב᭥ᨪ⛰䛀㐙䶈ᒪᨆב
䕊ቄȾ᯦ࣖ࠼ޢਮ㗟ए⛰䂨ₕ
㲋⨼儊䰒Ⱦ
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Herbalife Malaysia hosts a Hero’s Welcome for Team Malaysia to
celebrate its return from the “2015 Special Olympics World Games” in
L.A, where it won a total of 21 medals.
「2015年洛杉磯特殊奧林匹克運動會」中，馬來西亞代表隊勇奪
21面獎牌。隊員回國抵埠時，獲得馬來西亞康寶萊安排英雄式歡迎。

Alpecin organises a media briefing as part
of its brand-building event and which
aligns with the company’s entry into the
Malaysia market.
Alpecin䙨䔃俢ּ㾵Ӕᐸθ㠿䗜儊
㉗ԁᴹᱥᔰ⢂Ⲻㅢж↛Ⱦ

LINO, the mascot of Linola, visits
Hong Kong ahead of the Christmas
season. The adorable Lino gave warm
hugs as well as product samples and
coupons to people on the street as part
of Lino Free Hugs Day.
㚌䃋ࢃཋθLinolaਿ⾛⢟LINOԊ൞㺍р
ੇ䙊Ӱ䘷࠰ⓡ俞ᣧθ৾ཝ⍴⭘
ݠ䂜⭞ྍ㼓Ⱦ

To promote Real Red toothpaste as a home-grown
Singapore brand, snapshots of Singaporeans with
real smiles taken by local street photographer Aik
Beng Chia are being adapted into media content
and various promotional materials.
Real Red⢏㟅᧗⭞᯦ࣖ㺍乣᭓ᖧᑡAik Beng Chia
ᦋ᯦ࣖӰⵕ᪦ㅇᇯⲺ㺍乣ᘡᤃ֒ᇙ۩θ
ᕭ䃵Ⲵ࠼Ⲵᵢ൦⢂ᖘ䊗Ⱦ

Beauty and Health
繠㺂⿺⨴䐀

FAYD Gel, Menarini's newest scar removal
treatment, is launched in Taiwan.
㗄㍃㼗ቲᴶ᯦ᣍ⯚⭘休ᇒᗍࠓ㟖൞ਦ⚙
рᐸȾ
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Allergan promotes its new VOLBELLA®
hyaluronic acid gel to the beauty and
cosmetic surgery industry in Taiwan.
ᝑ࣑ṯޢਮੇਦ⚙㗄ᇯ᮪ශᾣ᧞ᔙ᯦
⭘VOLBELLA®䙅᱄䌠䞮ࠓ㟖Ⱦ

According to Zespri’s Happy Body Index –
conducted in Taiwan – the two older gentlemen
are in much better health than their younger
counterparts!
ṯᬐZespri൞ਦ⚙ޢվⲺ䓡儊ᘡ‸ᮮθ䙏
ޟփ㘷եե∊䓡䛀ⲺቅᑛଛᴪڛᓭઘΚ
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A prestigious Japanese cuisine outlet establishes a new restaurant
brand in Hong Kong, called Fuku by Nishimura.
㾵ᶇᰛᵢᯏ⨼൞俏⑥䯁䁣ޞ᯦⢂ι俛Fuku by NishimuraȾ

Hershey’s is actively promoting its brand story and rich history as
the long-established confectionary brand expands its footprint
in China.
⛰Ⲳኋޝ൦ᐸθHershey’sゃᾫੇޝ൦儊ԁ㍯⢂㜂ᗂⲺ
䊆ሂ↭ਨ᭻ӁȾ

Food and Beverage
굹ㅷ⿺귬껏

The launch of the first student-run restaurant at Kuala
Lumpur Metropolitan University College is filled with
music and dance.
俢ּ㾵ӔKuala Lumpur Metropolitan University College
ㅢж䯉⭧ᆮ⭕⠕䚁Ⲻ但ᔩ䯁ᾣθᆮ⭕൞ޮр䔿ↂ䔿㡔Ⱦ

Yue Cui Tang, a restaurant brand under Crystal Jade
Culinary, opens its first restaurant in China – located
in Guangzhou – to tackle the mainland market.
Through the local media, the restaurant promoted
itself as a fashionable Chinese catering brand.
㘗㘖伨伕䳼ൎᰍс⢂ᚻ㘖ุθ൞ᔙᐔ䯁䁣ޝ൦
俌ᇬ但ᔩθ䙅䚄⮬൦儊ᔰ᯦⍴ѣᕅ但伨⢂
ᖘ䊗Ⱦ

Customers in Taiwan share their successful dieting
experiences by drinking Uni-President No Sugar Added and
Hi-fiber Soy Milk two times a day before meals for three months.
∅ཟޟ但ࢃ伨⭞㎧ж䲳ࣖ❗ݿ㌌儎㓌䉼╵пفᴾθਦ⚙
䂜㘻ᡆࣕ䠃Ⱦ
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Heineken®, the official sponsor of the latest James Bond
movie Spectre, organises a party in Hong Kong to
launch a special-edition Heineken® James Bond bottle.

MAMA, Asia’s mega music event, takes place in Hong Kong for the fourth year in a
row. Joining the event included well-known K-Pop stars Big Bang, Exo, Girls’
Generation and PSY among others.
ᒪᓜӔ⍨丩‸ⴑӁɇMAMA」䙙㓂4ᒪ᯲俏⑥㠿㺂θ䚶ᗍ㪍三丩‸փ
ऻᤢBig BangθExoθGirls’GenerationPSYㅿ࠰ᑣ৹㠽Ⱦ

࣑䎔ࣟɅ007φ兲ᖧᑓളɆθ൞俏⑥Ѵ㺂ཝශ
⍴ሯθ᧞࠰ɇ࣑xখ༡䛜007Ɉ⢯ࡡ⡾ச䞈Ⱦ

Entertainment and Hospitality
㫧坾⿺假麈

LeEco announces its innovative business
strategies, including a new product line
targeting the Hong Kong market.
LeEcoᇙվᴶ᯦ᐸㆌ⮛θऻᤢ俏⑥ᐸⲺޞ
᯦⭘㌱ࡍȾ
School’s OUT, a reality show produced by Korean radio station Channel M, stages a
surprise appearance for Korean rapper Gary Kang at a Singapore campus. The appearance
resulted in extensive media coverage.
三ു䴱ਦChannel MⵕӰ偭ɅSchool’s OUTɆּࡦ᯦ࣖθᆿᧈ三ു侈㡂ↂᢁဒ⟏ᔰ
シᬀ᧘䁠⮬൦ṗൈθ੮ᕋ⮬൦儊Ⲻ⌞ⴤȾ
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A very sophisticated looking cabin crew of HK Express
attends the company’s 2nd anniversary party.
俏⑥㡠グޟ䙧ᒪឬ⾓⍴ቃѣᖾᑛⲺₕ㍺ӰଗȾ

Lawrence Ho, Co-Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Melco Crown
Entertainment; James Packer, Co-Chairman of Melco Crown Entertainment
and Brett Ratner, acclaimed producer attend a media conference for Studio
City’s opening of the short film The Audition , which attracts over 300 media
members from around the world.
᯦☖ঐӔၑ‸㚥ᑣѱᑣ㺂᭵㑳㻷⥭嗃Ƚ᯦☖ঐӔၑ‸㚥ᑣѱᑣ
James Packer㦭㼗⍱㪍ⴙ㼳Brett Ratnerθжੂ࠰ᑣ᯦☖ᖧ॥䯁ᒋ䴱ᖧ
Ʌ䚮䀈仞䴨Ɇҁ᯦㚔Ⲳվᴹθ੮ᕋь⮂൦䙴300۩࠰ᑣ᧗䁠Ⱦ

After a four-month competition across the Asia Pacific,
two talented home cooks are selected winners of the
“2015 Food Hero” competition.
㏉䚄فᴾ൞Ӕའॶ൦Ⲻ∊ᤐθޟփᇬᓣ✯传儎ᢁ
㍸᯲൞ɇ2015 Food Hero」ѣओ࠰Ⱦ

ONYX Hospitality Group hosts media
members from China, who stay at two
upmarket resorts under the Amari Hotel
label.
ޝ൦儊⦨ു䳑䞈ᓍᇪᴹ䳼ൎ䚶䄁θࡦ
Amari Hotelᰍсޟᡶ儎㍐ٽᶇӡᴲ䉭
ٽᵕȾ

S. Iswaran, Singapore’s Minister for Trade and Industry,
attends the Cable Car Sky Network Launch as the guest
of honour.
᯦ࣖ䋵᱉ૂᐛᾣ䜞䜞䮭S. Iswaran⛰㓒䔀கऋᬊԱ
ѱి䌉Ⱦ

Nan Fung’s The Place invites
APPortfolio – an art platform for
youths – to organise an exhibition in
Guangzhou, entitled “SHEEP is
COMING”. The event attracted a
young audience via social media
and digital platform.

䊆॥㠽Ӕ⍨䶈ᒪࢫ֒ᒩਦ
APPortfolioਾ䗜ᔙᐔɇ㗀ּҼɈ
㰓㺉ኋ㿳θ⭞⽴Ӛ儊䴱ᆆ
The luxurious colonial resort Capella Singapore ᒩਦ੮ᕋᒪ䶈Ӱ৹㿶Ⱦ
is promoting its unique historical opulence to
up-market mainland China consumers.
᯦ࣖ儎㍐ٽᶇCapella Singaporeθԛ
䞈ᓍ⦞⢯Ⲻ⇌≇൦仞θ੮ᕋޝ൦儎ㄥ
⎾䋱㘻Ⱦ
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Convoy management shares the findings of a
survey that the company conducted to
examine investment attitude among the
general public in Hong Kong. The company
also promoted the proper attitude to adopt
towards wealth management.
Derek Lai, Southern Region Managing Partner of Deloitte China, organises a series of
media conferences to explain the status of ATV, attracting hundreds of media members on
each occasion.

ᓭᇅ㇗⨼ኚ࠼ӡᴿ䰒⑥Ӱᣋ䋽ខⲺ䃵ḛ
ᮮᬐθќ᧞ᔙ↙⻰Ⲻᣋ䋽⨼䋗ខᓜȾ

ᗭचɇ䠇⢂ⴚӰɈ唄ిቧɇӔ㿌仞䴨Ɉᴶ᯦⣶⋷㠿㺂ཐ䁎㘻ᴹθ∅⅗ൽ
੮ᕋ䘇Ⲵ۩᧗䁠Ⱦ

Vanguard management, HKEx and SFC
representatives preside over a toasting
ceremony to celebrate the listing of
Vanguard’s new ETF.

“Director Of The Year Awards 2015” cocktail
reception and awards presentation is
organised by The Hong Kong Institute of
Directors.

乎㡠㇗⨼ኚȽ⑥Ӛᡶ䅿ⴙᴹԙ㺞᯲乎㡠
ޞ᯦ETFҁ俌فӚ᱉ᰛѱᤷ⾓䞈ܶᕅȾ

俏⑥㪙Ӂᆮᴹɇ2015ᒪᓜ࠰ۇ㪙Ӂ⦄Ɉ䞈ᴹ
么⦄Ⱦ

Marsh Insurance Brokers’ annual seminar,
“Beyond Benefits – Employee Health &
Benefit Series”, is one of the most renowned
HR events in Malaysia, and attracts close to
100 participants.
䚊ؓؗ䳠ѱ䗜ⲺɇBeyond Benefits – Employee
Health & Benefit Series」ᒪᓜ⹊䁄ᴹᱥ俢ּ
㾵ӔӰ࣑䋽Ⓠ⮂ⲺⴑӁθ੮ᕋ䘇100Ӱ
࠰ᑣȾ

JCB builds the world’s first Doraemon theme
garden for its “2nd Summer Travel Fun Event”
held at Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall. The
garden features over 20,000 flowers.
Islamic Banking and Finance Institute and
Financial Planning Association of Malaysia
enter into a Memorandum of Agreement.
Հᯥ㱣䢶㺂䠇㷃ᆮᴹ㠽俢ּ㾵Ӕ䋗एㆌࢹ
ঊᴹ㉳㖨ਾ֒䄈䀙ۏᘎ䤺Ⱦ
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JC B ᯲ ਦ ् ѣ ↙ ㌶ ᘫ ุ 㠿 䗜 ɇ ㅢ ӂ ቼ ཅ ᰛ
䚀 ‸ ⾣ Ɉθԛ2㩢ᵫ凤㣧⹂࠰ь⮂ㅢжᓝૼ
ஜAམ㣧⎭Ⱦ
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The “1st Annual China Forum on Investment in
Grenada”, a roadshow introducing investment
immigration programmes offered by Grenada,
is held in Beijing, Shanghai and Ningbo.
ɇㅢжቼѣുᣋ䋽Ṳ᷍㍃䚊䄌Ɉ൞्ӢȽ
р⎭ም⌘㠿㺂θԛ䐥╊ᖘᕅ᧞ԁ䂨ുⲺᣋ
䋽〱≇䀾ࢹȾ

Emeritus Senior Minister Goh Chok Tong visits “ImagiNation”, an experiential
exhibition, during the Singapore Kindness Movement.
ῤ䆳ുए䋽᭵੩֒ἕ৹㿶᯦ࣖ㺂䚁ऋⲺሜ傍ᙝኋ㿳ɇImagiNationɈȾ

Dr the Hon. Timothy S. Harris, Prime Minister of St. Kitts and Nevis, attends roadshows
in Hong Kong and Singapore promoting citizenship through investment programmes
offered by his country.
㚌ะ㥞ቲ㏣ᯥു㑳⨼࠰ᑣ俏⑥᯦ࣖⲺ䐥╊θ᧞ԁ䂨ുⲺᣋ䋽ޛ㊃䀾ࢹȾ

During the “20th China – Russia Prime Ministers
Regular Meetings”, Dmitriy Shugaev, Deputy CEO
of Rostec Corporation, mentions the possible
joint development of a heavy helicopter with
China in 2016. He subsequently accepted an
exclusive interview from CCTV.
㖻ᯥᢶ㺉ുᇬ䳼ൎࢥ㑳㏉⨼㡈ࣖ㙬ཡ࠰ᑣ
ɇѣ㑳⨼ㅢӂॷ⅗ᇐᵕᴹᲚɈᵕ䯉θ
ѣཤ䴱㿌⦞ᇬሾ䁠θ䃽ѣ䴏ᯯ↙㘹ឤ
2016ᒪާੂ⹊Ⲳ䠃ශॽₕⲺ䀾ࢹȾ

The “2015 Moscow Urban Forum” receives
extensive media coverage from Singapore,
Hong Kong and mainland China.
ɇ2015㧡ᯥ〇คᐸ䄌Ɉᗍ᯦ࣖȽ
俏⑥ޝ൦儊Ⲻᔙ⌑ቄȾ
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Singapore’s “Great Eastern Women’s Run 2015”, comprising the 5 km run, 10 km
run and half marathon, attracts over 16,000 female participants.
᯦ࣖ「2015ᒪGreat Eastern Women’s Run」੮ᕋ䎻䚄16,000ྩ༡࠼࡛৹㠽
5ޢ䠂Ƚ10ޢ䠂ঀ俢ᶴㄬ䌳Ⱦ

The “Australian Open Fanzone Shanghai” media
event is attended by special guest Sun Tiantian, a
former champion of the Australian Open.
◩⍨㏨⨹ޢ䯁䌳Ⲻɇ⨹䘭ిᒪ㨥Ɉ൞р⎭䯁ᒋθ
䚶ᗍࢃ◩㏨ߖ䔃ᆡ⭒⭒⛰儊⍱ऋⲺ⢯࡛ి䌉Ⱦ

“Mizuno Ekiden 2015” is Singapore's first fully fledged
road relay. The race attracted more than 2,500
participants.
ɇ㗄⍛◹傑ㄏ࣑䌳2015」ᱥ᯦ࣖ俌↙ف㿅Ⲻ
䚉䐥࣑䌳θ੮ᕋ䎻䚄2,500࠰ވڛᑣȾ

넒肫

The annual “NTUC Income RUN 350” in
Singapore attracts 12,000 runners this year.
The event also seeks to raise environmental
sustainability awareness.
жᒪжᓜⲺ᯦ࣖɇNTUC Income RUN 350」
䌳䐇Ԁᒪ੮ᕋ12,000ވڛ৹㠽θ䇉ᴪ
ཐӰ䰒⌞⫦ູਥᤷ㓂ⲲኋⲺ䆦亂Ⱦ

V1 Auto World Launch Ceremony cum Hong
Kong-Beijing Rally 30th Anniversary Tour
commences in Tianjin.
V1⊳䔀ь⮂Ⲻ主ⴤகऋܶᕅ᳞⑥Ӣ࣑䌳
30䙧ᒪ㌶ᘫ⍱ऋ൞ཟ⍛㠿㺂Ⱦ

TaylorMade launches a new series of golf
clubs in Taiwan.
TaylorMade൞ਦ⚙᧞࠰ޞ᯦⨹ẵ㌱ࡍȾ
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“Google Cultural Institute” – Google’s initiative
to digitally preserve important cultural relics –
has organised a CI open day in Shanghai.

H3C launches the UIS (Unified Infrastructure
System) series of products in Beijing for the
cloud computing market.

Lenovo organises a Father’s Day event that
challenges Taiwanese fathers to a one-arm
pull-up competition.

䉭ↂԛᮮ⻲〇ᢶ㌶䤺⨃䋪ᮽ⢟Ⲻ䀾ࢹɇ䉭ↂ
ᮽौᆮ䲘Ɉθ൞р⎭㠿䗜Ҽਾ֒ཛժⲲվ
ܶᕅૂ⹊䁄ᴹ⍱ऋȾ

㨥п䙐ؗ൞्ӢⲲվ䴨䀾㇍䁣 ۏι UIS
㌱ࡍ⭘Ⱦ

㚥ᜩ൞⡬㿠ㇶ㲕ਢਦ⚙⡮⡮᥇ᡦӰ儊 Ⱦ

BT Global Services signs a 5-year
contract with G-NET to provide
BT’s world-class audio conferencing
solution to the Chinese market.
This partnership sets a precedent
for both BT and the Chinese
conferencing market.

Lenovo collaborates with Tsannkuen, the largest Taiwan
chain store for electronics products, which will result in more
benefits for retail customers.
㚥ᜩ㠽ਦ⚙ᴶཝ3C䙙䧌ᓍ⠜කਾ֒θᨆבᴪཐݠ㎜
⎾䋱㘻Ⱦ

㤧ു䴱ؗ㠽ѣുޞᱸ㉳䀸ӊᒪਾ
֒ঊ䆦θ䙐䚄ޞᱸሽ㤧ു䴱ؗь
⮂ж⍷Ⲻ䴱䂧ᴹ䆦ᵃए㌱ࡍ㩳൦
ѣുθᵃए᯲ᴪᔙㇺൃⲺᇘᡬќ
⛰Ԍهᨆבᴪݠ䌠Ⲻ䙐ؗ儊傍Ⱦ

Vivitek launches a home projector
in Beijing, and collaborates with
UTStarcom to explore the
intelligent home entertainment
market.
响䗻൞्Ӣ᧞࠰ޞ᯦ᇬ⭞ᣋᖧₕ
⭘θќ㠽UTᯥ䚊ᓭਾ֒θ䯁ᤉ
Ჰ㜳ᇬᓣၑ‸ᐸȾ

SPRG Malaysia’s client, Cuscapi and the Ministry of Food (MOF)
Singapore marked the successful commercial deployment of
REV – an interactive self-ordering tablet – at its chain of
restaurants under the MOF banner.
᯦ࣖMinistry of Foodޞ䶘᧗⭞㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ俢ּ㾵Ӕ
࠼ޢਮᇘᡬCuscapiⲺᒩᶵ䴱㞜㠠ࣟ唔但ₕȾ
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H3C demonstrates the future of
network infrastructure development
by launching the Connect+
strategic and related solutions in
Beijing.
㨥п䙐ؗ൞्Ӣ↙ᕅⲲվ
Connec t+δཝӈ㚥εᡦ⮛
䰒⭘䀙⊰ᯯṾθ䙨ж↛᱄⻰Ҽ
㏨㎗ะ⽄ᷬ ᾣएⲺⲲኋᯯੇȾ
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Fitbit is one of the primary sponsors of Men’s Health Magazine’s “Cool Guy
2015” contest in China.
Fitbit⛰ɅᱸቐڛᓭɆ䴒䃂ѣു⡾ɇCool Guy 2015」䚮ᤊ䌳Ⲻѱ㾷䍀ࣟ
ҁжȾ

Sony is dedicated to providing high-resolution listening experiences to
music lovers through its state-of-the-art technologies.
Sony㠪࣑ԛެ俌ቾжⲺᢶ㺉θ⛰丩‸ᝑླ㘻ᨆב儎㚳㿰ӡȾ

The first-ever “BEST OF BRITISH” cultural festival showcasing the most
authentic tastes of Great Britain is organised in Hong Kong, attracting over
34,000 visitors.

TV celebrity Aimee Chan wears the world’s largest
ASHOKA® necklace, which weighs 48.21 carats and costs
over HK$100 million.

俏⑥俌ቼཝශ㤧ുᮽौㇶɇBEST OF BRITISH」ԁ㍯↙ᇍⲺ㤧ുᮽौθ
੮ᕋ䙴34,000Ӱ⅗৹㿶Ⱦ

俏⑥ྩ᱕䲩㥫ჰ࠰ᑣASHOKA®⢂Ⲳվᴹθ䞃ᡪٲܯ䎻䚄
⑥ᒙܺݹ䠃ށⲺ䪳伴θԛ儎䋪ဵខ⪦响ⲱȾ
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SIAM PIWAT invites the mainland Chinese media to visit
its two anchor shopping malls in Bangkok – the Siam
Centre and Siam Paragon – and to meet with CEO
Chadatip Chutrakul in person.
SIAM PIWAT 䚶䄁ޝ൦儊ࡦᴲ䉭θ৹㿶сޟཝ䌲⢟
ѣᗹ Siam Centre and Siam Paragonθќ㠽㺂᭵㑳㻷
Chadatip Chutrakul㿁䶘Ⱦ

Logitech’s new product series generate intense interest via a Facebook campaign.
䙅䚄㟿ᴮ᧞ᔙθLogitech᯦⭘㌱ࡍ൞⽴Ӛ儊ᡆ⛰▤⍷Ⱦ

An event organised by GLY DERM to promote its anti-wrinkle cream in Taiwan
successfully attracts local attention.
GLY DERM㠿䗜᷒㮴㐀㠪㍁䵒儊傍⍱ऋθ੮ᕋжਦ⚙ྩ⭕࠰ᑣȾ
Okamoto celebrates the confidence of the 21st century
woman – a person who is unafraid to express her
sexuality – via a 30-second video produced by
Singaporean film director, Eric Khoo.
ᵢ䚶䄁᯦ࣖቄ╊Eric Khoo㼳֒30〈⸣⡽θ㺞ᨐ
㠠ؗ㠠ѱȽ៸ᗍӡᙝᝑⲺь㌶ྩᙝȾ
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Actress and model Lin Chiling is appointed ambassador of “6
Minutes Protect A Life” – a campaign that encourages women in
Taiwan to receive regular preventative checkups for female cancers
and be aware of any abnormal changes in their body.
᷍ᘍ⧨ᬊԱP&Gɇ6࠼䦴䆭ж⭕Ɉ⍱ऋཝֵθ㯿↚ᨆ䟈ਦ⚙ྩ༡
ᇐᵕ䙨㺂ႜⲂ⃘θќ⮏ᝅ㠠ᐧ䓡儊ᴿੜу㢥䇀ौȾ

SPRG Malaysia and Dragon Rouge host an
“Innovation Café” breakfast talk to discuss the
impact of environmental, social and governance
performance on brand reputation.
俢ּ㾵Ӕ࠼ޢਮ㠽Dragon Rougeਾ䗜ɇInnovation
Café」ᰟ但ᴹ䅑ᓝθ䁄䄌ԷᾣⲺ⫦ູȽ⽴ᴹ
Էᾣ㇗⋱㺞⨴ቃ⢂㚨䆳Ⲻᖧ丵Ⱦ
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Taiwan Millennium Health Foundation launches a mobile app for
monitoring blood pressure.
ਦ⚙ॹҁᝑڛᓭะ䠇ᴹ᧞࠰ɇॹLڛᓭɈ㹶༉③䠅ᢁₕ
⭞ぁᕅȾ
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Singapore Kindness Movement organises
“ImagiNation” – an experiential exhibition.
The centrepiece is SW/TCH, an interactive
short film where the audience's choices
can alter the story's eventual outcome.
᯦ࣖ㺂䚁ऋ㊂䗜ሜ傍ᙝኋ㿳
ɇImagiNation」θӈऋ⸣⡽ɅSW/TCHɆ
䇉㿶䚮᭻ӁⲺ㎆ቶθᱥኋ㿳Ⲻ
❜唔Ⱦ

“Run as ELLE, Let’s Fitbit!” is a Shanghai running tour co-hosted by Fitbit and ELLE Magazine. The 5 km
run involved over 50 participants including celebrity Liu Liyang, and was broadcasted live on
Weibo garnering 700,000 impressions from first-tier cities in China.
Fitbit 㠽ɅELLEιь⮂ᱸ㼓ҁ㤇Ɇਾ䗜 「Run as ELLE, Let’s Fitbit !」 р⎭ᐸ5ޢ䠂䌳䐇⍱ऋȾ
᱄᱕ࢿ࣑ᨐ50∊Ⲻވڛ䌳䚄ぁ൞ᗤঐθ൞ޝ൦ж㐐คᐸ䤺ᗍާ70㩢⅗唔ᬀ⦽Ⱦ

Tourists snap photos of themselves
taking the cable car on the new Sentosa
Line. The images are subsequently
posted on Instagram via hashtag
#CableCarSkyNetwork to win prizes.
CIMB Bank’s Octo mascot is popular with the social
media in Malaysia.
BVLGARI celebrates the opening of
“Elizabeth Taylor and BVLGARI – A Passion
for Jewellery Exhibition” in Plaza 66 in
Shanghai. The exhibition successfully
attracted public attention via WeChat.
ሬṲ响൞р⎭ᙼ䲼ᔙ㠿㺂ɇՀ㦿
㯟ⲳt⌦ई㠽ሬṲ响Ɉ⨃㰅⨖ሬ㰓㺉
ኋθ⭞ᗤؗᒩਦᡆࣕ੮ᕋޢ䰒⌞Ⱦ

㚌␎⋏ᇘҎᩣޞ᯦㓒䔀㐐ᱸ㠠ᤃθ
ќԛ亂⁏#CableCarSkyNetworkр䔿
➝⡽ࡦInstagramሾ丷θਥ䍅⢟Ⱦ

CIMB䢶㺂ਿ⾛⢟Octo൞俢ּ㾵ӔⲺ⽴Ӛ儊р
ࡦᔙ⌑䰒⌞Ⱦ
SPRG Beijing is entrusted with conducting a deep-dive
online/social media data acquisition project for BHC.
The office provided a market analysis report on China
as part of its responsibilities.
्Ӣ㑧₡ޢ䰒⛰BHC䙨㺂Ⲻޛ㏨р⽴Ӛ儊ᮮᬐ
ᩒ䳼θќᨆבѣുᐸ࠼᷆Ⱦ
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SPRG is proud to be the official PR partner of the “1st
HKIRA Investor Relations Awards”. Richard spoke
about Crisis Management Strategy during the conference.
㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ⛰俌ቼɇ俏⑥ᣋ䋽㘻䰒ཝ⦄Ɉᇎᯯ
ޢ䰒ཛժθᴴะ᯲ᴹ䆦рቧধₕ㇗⨼ㆌ⮛Ⲳ㺞
╊䃠Ⱦ

International guests and media attend the first “World Credit Rating Forum” in
June in Beijing.
⨹ޞ൦ి䌉儊᯲ޣᴾ䴨䳼्Ӣθ࠰ᑣ俌ቼɇь⮂⭞ؗ䂋㍐ཝᴹɈȾ
SPRG is delighted to be AVCJ’s PR partner for its “28th
Annual AVCJ Private Equity & Venture Forum”.
䳼ൎᡆ⛰AVCJɇㅢ28ቼAVCJ Private Equity & Venture
ForumɈⲺޢ䰒ཛժȾ

Events and Conferences
崞⹛⿺剚陾

Maciej Ossowski, Director of Enterprise
Sales, accepts a souvenir on behalf of
GetResponse, the Platinum Sponsor of
the “5th Asia e-Commerce Conference” in
Kuala Lumpur.
GetResponseᱥਿ䲼ɇㅢӊቼӔའ䴱ᆆ
एᴹ䆦ɈⲺ䢇䠇䍀ࣟθԷᾣ䣭㑳ⴙ
Maciej Ossowskiԙ㺞ཝᴹ㌶ᘫȾ
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SPRG proudly assists in organising a
“High-Level Forum on South-South
Cooperation for Sustainable Development”,
which is followed by a fundraising dinner.

An example of good internal communication,
Milwaukee announces its 5-year strategic
plan to staff during a meeting at its
Doungguan factory.

㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ䋖䋢㎧㊂ɇਾ֒ਥᤷ㓂
Ⲳኋ儎㍐࡛䄌᳞ᲐᇪɈθᗍグࢃ
ᡆࣕȾ

Milwaukee䠃㿌൦Ⲻଗᐛⓓ䙐θ൞ᶧ㧔
ᔖᡵଗᐛᴹ䆦ޢվᵠּᒪⲲኋ䀾ࢹȾ

Prof. Dan Shechtman, 2011 Nobel Laureate in
Chemistry, speaks at “UC RUSAL President’s Forum”.
2011ᒪ䄴䋓⡴ौᆮ⦄ᗍѱѯ•ਨ⢯ᴲᮏᦾ᯲ɇ䣷
ṗ䮭䄌ɈԱѱ䅑ి䌉Ⱦ

SPRG is pleased to be the official PR partner of "The IR Magazine Awards &
Conference – Greater China", having worked with IR Magazine for the past four
years. During the conference, investor relations professionals from the Greater
China region got the unique opportunity to gather and discuss pressing issues,
learn best practices and acknowledge each other's achievements.
㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎᐨ㏉㠽ɅIR MagazineɆਾ֒ҼᒪθԀᒪᖾῤᒮ㜳ᡆ⛰ɇIR Magazine
ཝѣ㨥൦ॶᴹ䆦᳞么⦄ޮɈⲺཝᴹᇐޢ䰒ཛժȾ൞ᴹ䆦ѣθּ㠠ཝѣ㨥
൦ॶⲺᣋ䋽㘻䰒Ӱଗਥԛٕ↚ₕᴹ㠽ੂᾣ㚐俌Ӛ⍷ૂ䁄䄌䘡࠽Ⲻ䆦亂θᗔ
㙂ӈᆮ㘈ᴶ֩ᆾࡽθќ㠽ᗍ⦄㘻ឬ⾓Ⱦ

SPRG is the official PR partner of “Innoxcell Asia
Symposium 2015”. Attending the event included
over 400 professionals from the legal and compliance,
audit and internal control, corporate risk management,
cyber crime, IT audit, information security and white
collar crime fields.
㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ⛰ɇ2015㤧䄴ᯥӔ⍨䄌ɈⲺཝᴹ
ᇐޢ䰒ཛժȾᱥ⅗ᴿ䚊400ཐӰ࠰ᑣ䄌θཝ䜞
Գ⛰ޢਮ⌋㿅ȽሟṮޝ䜞Ƚޢਮ仞䳠㇗⨼Ƚ
㏨㎗⣥㖠Ƚؗᚥ〇ᢶሟṮȽؗᚥᆿⲳޞ乎㖠Ṿㅿ
ᯯ䶘ⲺሾᾣӰ༡Ⱦ

SY Lau, Senior Executive Vice President of Tencent
and President of its Online Media Group, delivers a
keynote speech at “Malaysian CMO Conference 2015”.
偦䁀ޢਮ䳼ൎ儎㍐อ㺂ࢥ㑳㻷㏨㎗儊Ӂᾣ㗚
㑳㻷ࢿओ㗟൞ɇ2015俢ּ㾵ӔCMO⹊䁄ᴹɈрᬊ
Աѱ䅑ి䌉Ⱦ

SPRG proudly serves as the official PR partner of “Mines and Money Hong Kong”
for the fifth consecutive year.
㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ䙙㓂ӊᒪᡆ⛰ɇMines and Money Hong KongɈཝᴹᇐޢ䰒
ཛժȾ

SPRG arranges a conference hosted by the Moscow City Government, entitled
“Emerging Trends: Coastal Areas Leisure/Cultural Sites Developments”, in
Hong Kong.
㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ൞俏⑥⛰㧡ᯥ〇ᐸ᭵ᓒㆌࢹᾣ⮂⹊䁄ᴹɇEmerging Trends: Coastal
Areas Leisure/Cultural Sites DevelopmentsɈȾ
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Regina Miracle (HKEx: 2199) is one of the best
performing IPOs in Hong Kong in 2015.
㏣⨃ു䳑δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ2199εѹ俏⑥2015
ᒪᓜ㺞⨴ᴶ֩Ⲻ᯦рᐸޢਮҁжȾ

IPO Communications
倝♳䋑⫄鎝

The Founder and Chairman of
PuraPharm (HKEx: 1498),
Abraham Chan, is joined by
Executive Director Viola Man
in striking the gong, officially
ushering the company’s
listing.
ฯ࣑δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1498ε
ࢫ䗜Ӱѱᑣ䲩ᆽ喗㠽อ㺂
㪙Ӂᮽ㏰ឝ喀喀ᮨ䪲θ⁏䃂
㪍ޢਮ↙ᕅрᐸȾ
Liu Wing Sun Winson,
Chairman of Yat Sing
(HKEx: 3708), presents a
memento to HKEx on its
listing day. The object symbolises
Yat Sing’s commitment to
safety and quality.

The management team of NIRAKU (HKEx: 1245) hosts a traditional
Japanese sake barrel breaking ceremony (Kagami-Biraki) to
celebrate the company’s listing in Hong Kong.
NIRAKUδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1245ε㇗⨼ኚѱి䌉ԛᰛᵢ۩㎧
ឬᯯᕅιɇ䞈ᬀẬܶɈθឬ⾓ޢਮ൞俏⑥рᐸȾ

ᰛᡆδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ3708ε
ѱᑣᔌ≮⠀㠪䘷㌶ᘫҾ
⑥ӚᡶȾ䂨㌶ᘫ䊗ᗫ㪍
ޢਮཐᒪּቃᐛぁᆿޞ
䌠䠅ⲺᤷȾ
During
the
company’s
celebration dinner, the
management of Ahsay
Backup Software Development
(HKEx: 8290) makes a toast
to their guests in appreciation
of their support.
ӔघۏԳ䔕Ԭ䯁Ⲳδ㛗Գ
ԙ 㲕 φ8290εⲺ㇗⨼ኚ᯲
ឬ⾓Აᇪр⾓䞈θ䅓ּ䌉
Ⲻ᭥ᤷȾ
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The listing of Chinney Kin Wing (HKEx: 1556) marks the 30th IPO
campaign handled by SPRG in 2015. The company’s shares were
oversubscribed by 168 times for its public offering.
ᔰᾣᔰῤδ㛗Գԙ㲕Θ1556εⲺрᐸ۩䁀䀾ࢹ⛰㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ
᯲2015ᒪᇂᡆⲺㅢ30ف主ⴤθެޢ䯁ᤑ㛗䜞Գ䤺ᗍ䎻亃䃃䌲
168كȾ

SPRG’s first IPO client in Shanghai since the
launch of Shanghai-Hong Kong Connect –
Zhejiang Jasan (SSE: 603558) – is listed on
Shanghai Stock Exchange on 27 January.
┢⑥䙐கऋᗂθ㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ俌فр⎭᯦㛗
ᇘᡬι⎏⊕ⴑڛδ㛗Գ㐞㲕φ603558ε൞ж
ᴾᔵйᰛ↙ᕅ൞р⎭Ӛ᱉ᡶ᧑⢂Ⱦ

Dr Henry Cheng, Chairman of FSE Engineering
(HKEx: 0331), presents a listing souvenir to Dieter Yih,
Listing Committee Member, who accepts it on
behalf of HKEx.
䊆ⴑₕ䴱δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ0331εѱᑣ䝣ᇬ㍊ঐ༡
㠪䘷рᐸ㌶ᘫҾ⑥Ӛᡶθ⭧рᐸညଗᴹညଗ
㩿ᗭȾ

AAG Energy (HKEx: 2686) offers clean energy and impetus to the development of the
country’s green economy.
Ӕ㗄㜳Ⓠδ㛗Գԙ㲕Θ2686εѰѣു㏉☕▊ב㜳ⓆȾ
Kwak Joung Hwan, Chairman
of Cowell e Holdings
(HKEx: 1415), attends a
ceremony
with
the
management team to share
the joy of the company’s listing.
儎ٿ䴱ᆆδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1415ε
ѱᑣ䜣↙➛㇗⨼ኚ࠰ᑣ
рᐸܶᕅθ࠼ӡᡆࣕрᐸ
ⲺᚻȾ

The management team of Asiaray Media Group
(HKEx: 1993) introduces their unique space
management operating concept to investors.
䳻ԋ㏣۩䳼ൎδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1993εж㇗⨼
ኚੇᣋ䋽㘻ԁ㍯ޢਮ⦞⢯Ⲻɇグ䯉㇗⨼Ɉ㏉⠕
ᾸᘫȾ

Kelvin Tan, Chairman of KPM Holding (HKEx: 8027),
and the management team share their joy with
attendees during the listing ceremony.
ਿ䕓δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8027εѱᑣ䲩ਿޢਮ
㇗⨼ኚ࠰ᑣрᐸܶᕅθ㠽ּ䌉࠼ӡᡆࣕрᐸⲺ
ᚻȾ

Lin Zhiqiang, Chairman of
Time2U (HKEx: 1327), models
one of the company’s
self-branded watches during
its listing ceremony.

Guru Online (HKEx: 8121)
presents a souvenir made
from LEGO to HKEx to
highlight
the
strong
creativity of its team.

ᱸ䯉⭧֖δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1327ε
ѱᑣ᷍ᘍᕭ᯲ޢਮрᐸ
ܶᕅрኋ⽰㠠ᴿ⢂
ᢁ䥬Ⱦ

䎻ࠗ㏨㎗δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8121ε 哛䘠ἤ䞈ᾣδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8057ε
ੇ⑥Ӛᡶ䘷䌾⢯㼳Ⲻ‸儎 ࢫ䗜Ӱѱᑣз厢䴨㠪䘷
⁗ශθ䊗ᗫ㪍ެൎ䳀Ⲻ䊆 рᐸ㌶ᘫҾ⑥Ӛᡶԙ㺞Ⱦ
ሂࢫᝅȾ

Ting Pang Wan, Founder and
Chairman of Madison Wine
(HKEx: 8057), presents a listing
souvenir to a representative
of HKEx .
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Tony Wong, Hong Kong's King of Comics, congratulates
Jason Zhuang, Chairman of China Animation (HKEx: 1566) at
the company’s listing ceremony.
᯲㨥ཅऋ╡ 㛗Գ㐞㲕φ рᐸܶᕅрθ俏⑥ཝᑡ㍐╡⮡ᇬ
哹⦿䜄㫔㠞ᚣ䋶ޢਮѱᑣ㧀ੇᶴȾ

Philip Yang, Chairman of Creative China (HKEx: 8368), meets
the media with one of its cornerstone investors – famous
Chinese actress Zhao Wei – after the listing ceremony.

Lim Kiah Meng, Executive Director,
Lim Kia Hong, Chairman, and
Lim Hwee Hai, Non-Executive
Director of SiS Mobile (HKEx: 1362)
pose for a photo during the listing
ceremony.

China
Parenting
Network
(HKEx: 8361) CEO Cheng Li and
CFO Zhang Lake Mozi, strike the
ceremonial gong, officially marking
its listing in Hong Kong.

ѣു㛨ވ㏨㎗δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8361ε
᯦嗃〱ऋδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1362ε 㺂 ᭵ 㑳 㻷 ぁ ࣑  䋗 ए 㑳 ⴙ
อ㺂㪙Ӂ᷍ᇬθѱᑣ᷍ి䊆 Zhang Lake MoziLᮨ丵䢻䪲θ
䶔อ㺂㪙Ӂ᷍⎭᯲рᐸܶ ⁏䃂㪍ޢਮ൞⑥рᐸȾ
ᕅ⮏ᖧȾ

C Cheng (HKEx: 1486) is Hong Kong’s first architectural services
provider to list on HKEx. In 2015, the company moved from the GEM
to the Main Board.
俌䯉᯲⑥ӚᡶрᐸⲺᔰㇿ䁣䀾ᵃएבιᙓคδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1486ε
᯲ࢫᾣᶵрᐸ⸣⸣жᒪཐθᡆ᯲ࣕ2015ᒪࡦѱᶵ᧑⢂Ⱦ

ѣുࢫᝅδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8368εѱᑣᾀࣃ᯲рᐸܶᕅᗂθૂ
ะ⽄ᣋ䋽㘻ѣു㪍ᖧ᱕䏏㮽ж䎭㿁۩Ⱦ
D&G Technology (HKEx: 1301)
presents a miniature model of its
environmental friendly asphalt
mixing recycling plant to HKEx
during its listing ceremony.
ᗭะ〇ᢶδ㛗Գ㐞㲕φ1301εሽ
ެ⹊ⲲⲺ⫦᯦ؓ〇ᢶιਥሽ㡀
♓䶈ഔ᭬߃䙖Ⲻ߃⭕┴ㆈ㼳ᡆ䘭֖
⁗ශθ᯲рᐸܶᕅ䌾Ҿ⑥ӚᡶȾ
Hung Kwong Yee, Chairman of Ten Pao (HKEx: 1979), and the
management attend the company’s IPO media conference.

Eddie Lam, Chairman of Thelloy
Development (HKEx: 8122), presents
a special Chinese interlocking burr
puzzle to HKEx on its listing day.
ᗭ㩀ᔰᾣδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8122εѱᑣ
᷍ڛῤ᯲рᐸ⮬ཟ㠪䘷ɇ冥⨣䧌Ɉ
Ҿ⑥Ӛᡶ⮏ᘫȾ
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ཟሬδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1979εѱᑣ⍠ݿἻ㇗⨼ኚ࠰ᑣрᐸ䁎㘻ᤑᖻᴹȾ

Flat Glass (HKEx: 6865) is the
largest manufacturer of PV glass
globally based on sales revenue of
PV raw glass and processed PV
glass in 2014.
2014ᒪⲺݿՅ⧱⪹⡽ݿՅ
ࣖᐛ⧱⪹Ⲻ䣭᭬ⴀ䀾θ⿅㩀⢯
⧱⪹δ㛗Գ㐞㲕φ6865εᱥ⨹ޞᴶ
ཝⲺݿՅ⧱⪹㼳䙖Ⱦ

At Differ Group’s (HKEx: 6878) celebration dinner, the
management team makes a toast to commemorate its
successful transfer to the Main Board.
啄䊆䳼ൎδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ6878εᡆࣕ䕿ѱᶵрᐸθ㇗⨼ኚ
᯲ឬ⾓Აᇪр㠿ᶥ⾓䞈θ⾓于ޢਮᾣए㫮㫮ᰛрȽᴪ䙨
ж↛Ⱦ

Tsui Kam Ling, Chairman of Advanced Card Systems
(HKEx: 2086), presents a donation to Kong Churk Hoi Billy,
BBS, MH, JP, Executive Committee Deputy Chairman of The
Community Chest, on the day of the company’s listing.
嗃ۇᲰ㜳গδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ2086εѱᑣፊ䥜䡪᯲рᐸ⮬ཟሽ
ⅴӚ㎜ⴀޢ䠇อ㺂ညଗᴹࢥѱᑣ⊕❥䯁BBSθMHའᒩ
㍩༡Ⱦ

1. Pa Shun Pharmaceutical (HKEx: 0574) is successfully listed on the Main
Board of HKEx.
Ⲵؗ㰛ᾣδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ0574εᡆ᯲ࣕ⑥ӚᡶѱᶵрᐸȾ
2. The listing of Chia Tai Enterprises (HKEx: 3839) on the Main Board of HKEx will
allow it to pursue a more focused strategy and accelerate growth.
↙ཝԷᾣδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ3839ε᯲⑥Ӛᡶѱᶵ᧑⢂θ↙ླ䞃ਾެゃᾫ
ⲺⲲኋㆌ⮛ૂ໔䮭ⴤ⁏Ⱦ

Tianyun International (HKEx: 6836) principally engages in
the production and sale of processed fruit products. The
company sells processed fruits both on an OEM basis and
under its own brands.
ཟ丱ു䳑δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ6836εѱ㾷ᗔӁ⭕⭘䣭
ࣖᐛ≪᷒⭘ȾޢਮԛOEMفޟ㠠ᴿ⢂࠰ࣖᐛ
≪᷒⭘Ⱦ

3. Lap Kei Engineering (HKEx: 8369) Chairman, Wong Kang Kwong, and
Executive Director, So Nui Ho, attend the company’s listing ceremony.
ะᐛぁδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8369εѱᑣ哹䨗ݿอ㺂㪙Ӂ㰽ྩླ࠰ᑣޢਮ
ⲺрᐸܶᕅȾ
4. Cheung Chun To, Chairman of Major Holdings (HKEx: 1389), presents a
souvenir to Helen Zee, member of HKEx Listing Committee.
㗄॥㛗δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ1389εѱᑣᕫ☚㠪䘷㌶ᘫҾ⑥Ӛᡶр
ᐸညଗᴹᡆଗᗆ䯊Ⱦ
5. Ringo Yu, Chairman of Fraser (HKEx: 8366) poses for a photo during the
company’s listing ceremony.
Fraserδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8366εѱᑣ֏䥡㩢᯲ޢਮрᐸܶᕅ⮏ᖧȾ

Ng Kin Siu, Chairman of FDB (HKEx: 8248), and the management
team pose for a photo during the listing ceremony.
豐展（股份代號：8248）主席吳建韶及公司管理層出席
䊆ኋδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8248εѱѱᑣ੩ᔰ丬ޢਮ㇗⨼ኚ
上市儀式並拍照留念。
࠰ᑣрᐸܶᕅќᤃ➝⮏ᘫȾ

6. Wong Chin To and Tse Chun Kit, Chairman and CEO of Pak Wing (HKEx: 8316)
respectively, possess over 15 years of experience in the foundation and
construction industry.
ḅῤδ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8316εѱᑣ哹ኋ丒㺂᭵㑳㻷䅓ۇѹ൦ะᔰㇿ
㺂ᾣሾᢃθ࠼࡛ᴿ䙴15ᒪ䊆ሂ㏉傍Ⱦ
7. Yip Pak Hung, Chairman of KPa-BM (HKEx: 8141) presents a listing
souvenir to HKEx.
࣑δ㛗Գԙ㲕φ8141εѱᑣ㩿ḅ䳺㠪䘷рᐸ㌶ᘫҾ⑥ӚᡶȾ
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Investors from Hong Kong, Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou and Shenzhen attend Xtep’s
2016 Q1 Sales Fair in Xiamen.
ּ㠠俏⑥Ƚ्ӢȽр⎭Ƚᔙᐔ൩Ⲻᣋ䋽
㘻࠰ᑣ⢯↛᯲ᓾ䮶㠿㺂Ⲻ2016ᒪㅢжᆙᓜ䀸
䋞ᴹȾ
Lenovo Group makes a splash at “Lenovo Tech World” – its first exclusive technology
event – by revealing its newest product innovations. The world's great tech leaders,
fans, media, investors, partners and suppliers attended the event.
㚥ᜩ䳼ൎਢ䯁俌ቼɇ㚥ᜩ〇ᢶࢫ᯦ཝᴹɈθኋ⽰ҼシᙝⲺᾸᘫ⭘Ⱦᾣ⮂ᐞ乣Ƚ
ּ㠠ь⮂൦Ⲻᮮॹ㊿㎨Ƚ儊Ƚᣋ䋽㘻Ƚਾ֒ཛժૂב䋞࠰ᑣҼᵢ⅗ཝᴹȾ

Ding Shui Po and Terry Ho, Chairman and CEO
of Xtep respectively, draw attention to the
company’s latest running shoes.
⢯↛ѱᑣз≪⌘俌ᑣ䋗एᇎⶵঐኋ⽰
ᴶ᯦䐇䷁㌱ࡍȾ

Lenovo Group has recorded excellent
business results for the FY2014/15 financial
year. Yang Yuanqing, Chairman and CEO,
is optimistic about the company’s ability
to realise its future plans and achieve
further business growth.
㚥ᜩ䳼ൎ2014/15ޞᒪᾣ㑴㺞⨴উ䏀θ
㪙Ӂ䮭㺂᭵㑳㻷ᾀݹឬቃޢਮᾣए
㺞⨴ᵠּⲲኋ㺞⽰‸㿶Ⱦ

Investor Relations
䫏顺罏ꡠ⤙

Dr Wong Man Li, Chairman of Man Wah
Holdings, leads the management team in a
toasting ceremony during the company’s
10th Listing Anniversary Celebratory
Dinner.
ᮅ㨥㛗ѱᑣ哹ᮅঐ༡ᑬ乎ж
㇗ ⨼ ኚ θ ൞  ޢਮ р ᐸ 10䙧ᒪឬ⾓Აᇪ
ѣѱᤷ⾓䞈ܶᕅȾ
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The “CONNECTION” charity photo exhibition
displays photos by renowned photographer
Ming Thein, as well as a special series contributed
by Ir Dr Derrick Pang, Deputy Chairman of
Chun Wo. The exhibition was held at Hong
Kong Arts Centre.
᭓ᖧኋ㿳ɇCONNECTION䙙•㌱Ɉ᯲
俏⑥㰓㺉ѣᗹ㠿㺂θኋ࠰㪍᭓ᖧᑡMing
Theinࢥૂѱᑣᖣж䛜ঐ༡ᐛぁᑡⲺ
֒Ⱦ

Dr Lin Zhenhui, CEO of CITIC Telecom,
announces the launch of “DataMall”, the
world’s first international mobile data
trading platform.
ѣുؗ䳑䴱䁀㺂᭵㑳㻷᷍ᥥ䕓ঐ༡ᇙվθ
ޢਮ᧞࠰⨹ޞ俌ുف䳑〱ऋᮮᬐ⍷䠅Ӛ᱉
ᒩਦιDataMallɇ㠠⭧㺂ɈȾ

Dr Zhang Hongjiang, CEO of Kingsoft, is interviewed by Bloomberg.
He takes the opportunity to explain the company’s splendid annual
results in 2014, including a 54% jump in revenue.

Johnson Ho, CFO of Yip’s Chemical and Wendy Tse, IR &
Corporate Communications Director attend an awards dinner
organised by Asiamoney.

䠇ኧ䔕Ԭ俌ᑣอ㺂ᇎᕫᇅ⊕ঐ༡ᖣঐ䴱㿌䁠அθ㺞⽰ᒪ
ޢਮᗍӤ响Ⲻޞᒪᾣ㑴θ᭬ⴀቃ∊рᒪ໔ࣖҼ54%Ⱦ

㩿≅ौᐛ䋗ए㑳㻷ь䊠ᣋ䋽㘻䰒Էᾣ۩䁀㑳ⴙ䅓⨖
࠰ᑣɅӔ⍨䋞ᒙɆ么⦄ᲐᇪȾ

The management of Xinyi Glass and
Xinyi Solar provides business updates
and explains the companies’ future
plans during an investor presentation.
Lawrence Ho, Co-Chairman and CEO of Melco Crown
Entertainment, and James Packer, Co-Chairman, are
joined by Fernando Chui, Chief Executive of Macao SAR,
and Edmund Ho, Vice-Chairman of The Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference, as they unveil
Studio City – the Hollywood-inspired, cinematicallythemed integrated resort.

ؗ㗟⧱⪹ؗ㗟ݿ㜳㠿㺂ᣋ䋽㘻᧞
ԁᴹθੇᣋ䋽㘻䰗䘦ެᾣए䘇⋷
ᵠּⲲኋȾ

㦭㼗⍱䴱ᖧѱ亂ᾸᘫⲺ㏒ਾᓜٽᶇ主ⴤɇ᯦☖ᖧ॥Ɉ
↙ᕅ䯁ᒋθ᯦☖ঐӔၑ‸㚥ᑣѱᑣ㺂᭵㑳㻷
⥭嗃Ƚ㚥ᑣѱᑣJames Packerθ㚥ੂ◩䮶⢯࡛㺂᭵
ॶ㺂᭵䮭ᇎፊьᆿുޞ᭵ঊࢥѱᑣ䨫θж䎭
ѱᤷᨣᒋܶᕅȾ
Joy City Property holds a grand opening ceremony for
its largest commercial complex project, which is also
the company’s biggest investment in Shanghai. Many
renowned stock commentators, leisure and travel
columnists, and financial and travel journalists flew in
from Hong Kong to attend the event and tour the
landmark project.
ཝᚻค൦⭘൞р⎭ѱᤷᰍсᴶཝශȽᴶཝᣋ䋽Ⲻ
㏒ਾᾣ主ⴤ䯁ᒋޮθ俏⑥Ⲻ⸛㛗䂋ᇬȽՇ䯈
䚀ሾ℺Ӱԛ䋗㏉Ƚ䚀䁎㘻ൽࡦ⨴৹ࣖ
ޮθќሜ൦㘹ሕ䙏⁏فẵ主ⴤȾ

Sun Art Retail operates its hypermarket
business under two recognised banners –
“Auchan” and “RT-Mart”. This practice
has resulted in excellent financial results.
儎䪡䴬ԛɇↆቐɈɇཝ▚ⲲɈ
ޟཝ⸛⢂㏉⠕ཝ䌙ᾣएθᾣ㑴
⨼ᜩȾ
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China Gas management announces its FY2015/16 interim results. The company
achieved healthy operational growth and strong financial performance,
allowing for the distribution of a substantially higher interim dividend per share.
ѣു⟹≙㇗⨼ኚᇙվެ2015/16ᒪᓜѣᵕᾣ㑴θޢਮ⠕䚁䋗ए㺞⨴
ゟڛθ∅㛗ѣᵕ㛗ᚥཝᑻ໔ࣖȾ

To celebrate UC RUSAL’s 15th anniversary, the company
invites guests to attend a cocktail reception that is
followed by The Flames of Paris, an emotion-filled spectacle
featuring the Bolshoi Ballet.
⛰ឬ⾓䣷ᡆ15䙧ᒪθޢਮ㠿䗜䞈ᴹθќᤑᖻి䌉
㿶䌔⭧㧡ᯥ〇ཝࢽ䲘㣣㮴㡔ൎ╊࠰Ⲻ◶ҁ֒ιɅᐪ唄
⚡❦ɆȾ

Investor Relations
䫏顺罏ꡠ⤙

UC RUSAL launches “Digital Dreams of Russia”, Hong Kong’s
first multimedia exhibition of Russian art, featuring
digitally animated Russian visual art masterpieces.
䣷᯲俏⑥ኋ࠰Ʌ㖻ᯥམ•ᒱҁɆι俏⑥俌فԛ
ཐ儊ᖘᕅኋ⽰㖻ᯥ㗄㺉Ⲻ㿌㿰㰓㺉ኋ㿳Ⱦ
Tsui Wah’s management spreads sweet
condensed milk on giant crispy buns
and raises a toast using its milk tea
champagne to celebrate the reopening
of the company’s Wellington Street
restaurant.
㘖㨥㇗⨼ኚ᯲⢯㼳Ⲻᐞශ䊢Ԋऻр
ᬖ р ྫྷ⋯ќԛ俏⃩ྫྷ㥬⾓䞈θ⁏䃂
ѣ⫦့䵾义㺍࠼ᓍ↙ᕅഔ↮Ⱦ

China Traditional Chinese Medicine announces its future strategy, including
its latest milestone, the substantial acquisition of Tianjiang Pharmaceutical.
ѣുѣ㰛ᇙվᵠּᾣएㆌ⮛θऻᤢޢਮᴶ᯦Ⲻ䠂ぁ⻇ιቃཟ⊕㰛ᾣ䙨㺂
䠃ཝ᭬䌲Ⱦ
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Sinomax Group and XCOR Space Expeditions Asia reach a
strategic collaboration agreement. Sinomax will provide
visco-elastic foam materials for the seats used in XCOR’s
space vehicles. The materials are able to off-set the 4G
forces that occur during spaceflight, thereby protecting
the spine of astronauts.
ⴑ䄴䳼ൎ㠽XCOR Space Expeditions Asia䚊ᡆᡦ⮛ਾ֒
ཛժঊ䆦Ⱦⴑ䄴⛰ެའグ㡯ᓝἻ⹊Ⲳ⢯㼳འグỿθ㐟䀙
འグѣⲺك൦⨹ᕋ࣑θؓ䆭ᆽ㡠ଗⲺ㝀僞Ⱦ

Fortune REIT announces its annual results
for FY2014, highlighting its 11th consecutive
year of growth.

Dr Lui Che Woo, Chairman of K.Wah International, announces the company’s solid financial results
for FY2014. It benefited from quality property projects in first-tier cities in China.
ిള䱻ѱᑣੋᘍૂঐ༡࠰ᑣᒪᓜᾣ㑴Ⲳվᴹθޢਮ᯲ޝ൦ж㐐คᐸ᧞࠰
ݠ䌠օᆻ主ⴤθԚᾣ㑴㏣ᤷゟڛȾ

㖤ሂ⭘ᾣؗ䁍ޢվ2014䋗ᒪޞᒪᾣ㑴θ
䙙㓂ㅢॷжᒪ䤺ᗍ໔䮭Ⱦ

Yang Xiangbo, Chairman of Shirble Department
Store, Yang Ti Wei, Chief Executive Officer and
representatives from Eternity (Asia) Limited make
a toast during the MOU signing ceremony.
Lee Wai Kwong, CEO of ASMPT, presents
the company’s 2014 annual results.
ASMPT㺂᭵㑳㻷ᶄੇݿٿᣋ䋽㘻䰗䠁
ޢਮ2014ޞᒪᾣ㑴Ⱦ

↨ሬⲴ䋞㪙Ӂ䮭ᾀ⾛⌘Ƚ㺂᭵㑳㻷ᾀ亂㏣㠽
ᙼ㗄 Ӕ⍨ ҁԙ㺞᯲䄈䀙ۏᘎ䤺㉳㌺ܶᕅр
䙨㺂⾓䞈Ⱦ

Hop Hing Group, the operator of Yoshinoya
QSR restaurant chains in Northern China,
introduces its newest and exclusive
products for mainland China to the
Hong Kong financial media.
᯲ѣു्䜞㏉⠕ਿ䠄ᇬ䙙䧌ᘡ但Ⲻਾ㠾
䳼ൎθੇᵢ⑥䋗㏉䁎㘻᧞ԁਠޝב൦࠼ᓍ
ⲲⲺ᯦⭘Ⱦ

Christine Chan, Managing Director of AEON Stores, and Marina
Leung, Deputy General Manager of Portfolio Leasing Department
of Henderson Land, conduct an eye-doting ceremony to bring the
dancing lions to life – part of a ceremony to celebrate the
reopening of the AEON Tsuen Wan Store.

Chevalier Group’s 45th Anniversary Cocktail Reception is graced
by the presence of prominent government officials and business
leaders. Tung Chee Hwa, Vice-Chairman of The Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference, and Dr Chow Yei Ching,
Chairman of the company, officiated at the ceremony.

≮ᰰⲴ䋞㪙Ӂ㑳㏉⨼䲩֟䴥ᙼะݼᾣ〕ए䜞ࢥ㑳㏉⨼ặḅ⪽θ
᯲ޞ᯦䶘䋂Ⲻ$(21㥹⚙ᓍⲺ䯁ᒋޮр⛰䟈⥻唔ⶑȾ

ެ༡䳼ൎ45䙧ᒪឬ⾓䞈ᴹ⦨ཐփ᭵ᓒ䠃㾷ᇎଗᐛ乎ቄ࠰ᑣȾ
ുޞ᭵ঊࢥѱᑣ㪙ᔰ㨥㠽ޢਮѱᑣઞӜঐ༡жੂѱᤷӤ⟾
ܶᕅȾ
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Animated about Prospects Ahead ऋ⮡ࢫᔰᵠּ
Client ᇘᡭ: China Animation Characters Company Limited
㨥ཅऋ╡ᖘ䊗ᴿ䲆ޢਮ (HKEx 㛗Գ㐞㲕: 1566)
China Animation, which transformed from an animation character
products trading company into a leading multimedia animation
company, sought to list in Hong Kong last March. The company’s
business model was relatively new and lacked of comparable peers.
Furthermore, with its new business still at an early stage of
development, it had yet to generate significant revenue. Therefore,
SPRG faced a number of challenges when planning the company’s IPO
communications strategy.
With the clear goal of promoting China Animation’s newest business
interest, we organised its first activity – a media trip to phase one of
Shanghai JOYPOLIS Indoor Amusement Park. During the occasion, we
impressed upon the Hong Kong media the company’s strategic
partner, SEGA, so as to bolster the project’s reputation. Separately, we
extensively promoted the Shenzhen concert of Violet – the company’s
virtual idol – in Hong Kong, including inviting media and investors to
attend so as to highlight yet another facet of the company’s business.
In the final stage of promotion, just prior to the company’s share
subscription, we arranged for cosplayers dressed as Violet and Han Ba
Gui – the company’s two leading animation characters – to participate
in China Animation’s IPO media and investor conferences in order to
attract maximum attention. During these events, we also demonstrated
the company’s AR technology, which integrates virtual images with reality.
As a result, the media and investors’ understanding of the company’s
business strengths and growth prospects was greatly enhanced.
With immense support from the investment community and media,
China Animation was successfully listed. Moreover, the attendance of
the director of SEGA and Mr Tony Wong, Hong Kong’s King of Comics, at
the company’s listing ceremony enabled China Animation to capture
the spotlight.

㨥ཅऋ╡ৱᒪ3ᴾ൞俏⑥рᐸȾ䙏ᵢᱥжᇬᗔӁऋ╡䀈㢨㺃⭕
Ⲻ۩㎧䋵᱉ޢਮθᗂּ䣩ᝅⲲኋᡆ⛰乎Ⲻݾཐ儊ऋ╡䳼ൎȾ⭧
᯲ᾣए⁗ᕅ∊䔹᯦やθ㙂䙏ӑ᯦ᾣए㲋᯲䯁ခ䳄⇫θ䚺ᵠᑬּ
᱄亥᭬ⴀθᐸӜ⋈ᴿ五Ⲻޢਮ֒৹㘹θഖ↚㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ
⮬ᱸ⛰㨥ཅऋ╡ㆌࢹрᐸᇙ۩࡛ޭ᥇ᡦȾ
ᡇهᇐсᲦⴤ⁏θཝ࣑ᇙ۩ޢਮⲺ᯦ᾣएȾ俌ف⍱ऋᱥ䚶䄁
俏⑥儊৹㿶р⎭JOYPOLISᇚ‸ޝൈⲺㅢжᵕθ㯿↚ԁ㍯ޢਮ
Ⲻ⸛ਾ֒ᯯιᰛᵢьిⲱθシ࠰䙏主ⴤⲺݠ䏀ᙝȾ䳞ᗂθ
Ҏ㪍ޢਮᢉ䙖Ⲻ㲑ᬢ䐩୧܅ڬɇ㍡ᄙɈ൞൩㠿㺂ѣു俌
╊୧ᴹθᡇه൞俏⑥ኋ䯁ᇙ۩᭱घθќ䚶䄁儊ᣋ䋽㘻࠰ᑣ
╊୧ᴹ⨴儊傍Ⱦࡦޢਮ㛗Գ䃃䌲ࢃⲺᴶᗂᇙ۩ᵕ䯉θ䲚Ҽޢਮ
ᰍсⲺऋ╡Ӱ⢟㍡ᄙૂޡ嗒⨴䓡⛰ޢਮ⡣ᴓݿཌθᡇهᴪ
ኋ⽰ޢਮ㲑ᬢ㠽ሜູ㎆ਾⲺARᢶ㺉θ䇉㠽ᴹⲺ儊ᣋ䋽㘻
ࡱⷣ䀙ޢਮⲺᾣएݠघθ䃃ੂެᵠּⲲኋࢃᲥȾ
㎆᷒㨥ཅऋ╡൞ᣋ䋽㘻ཌ⮂⟧⛾᭥ᤷсᡆࣕрᐸθќ䶔ᑮῤᒮ
⦨ᗍᰛᵢьి㪙Ӂԛ俏⑥╡⮡ᮏ⡬哹⦿䜄࠰ᑣрᐸܶᕅੇޢਮ
⾓䋶θഖ↚৾ᡆ⛰⮬ᰛⲺ۩❜唔Ⱦ

IPO

Stock price hit
record high in 2015
ᒪޝ㛗ܯᴶཝॽᑻ䚊

Successfully listed
ᡆࣕрᐸ

00,000

HK$2,9
210%

PR value
ޢ䰒᭾ⴀ

Investor luncheon
attendance tripled
ᣋ䋽㘻Ⲳվᴹ
࠰ᑣ⦽ཝॽпك

On the Road to a Brighter Future ྊੇ㗄ླ᱄ཟ
Client ᇘᡭ: Bentley Motors China 䌉⊳䔀
This year, Bentley Motors China organised its first CSR effort,
“Bentley Village Education Programme” (BVEP), to address
concerns over public welfare in China. BVEP represents a new
juncture for the luxury automaker, as it seeks to be in the world’s
largest car market and a socially responsible corporate citizen.
BVEP offers long-term financial and education assistance to
poverty-stricken high school students. The first project took place
at Yi County High School, Auhui, during which the Bentley Class –
aimed at self improvement – was introduced. Company
representatives were also present for student home visits and
media field trips.
SPRG Beijing was responsible for concept development, event
management, sponsorship identification and media relations for
the event. Despite the fact that the activity was held in a rural
region of China, where support from local service providers was
limited, the event was a complete success.
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MasterChef Asia Ӕ⍨丸㍐ᔐᑡ
Client ᇘᡭ: A+E Networks Asia
Commissioned by A+E Networks Asia for the Lifetime channel,
“MasterChef Asia 2015” is the first Asian version of the global
reality cooking contest, MasterChef. Produced in Singapore by
Endemol Southeast Asia, the inaugural series featured culinary
genius Susur Lee; three Michelin stars chef Bruno Ménard; and TV
culinary personality and “MasterChef Australia” finalist, Audra
Morrice, as judges.
Apart from devising a comprehensive communications plan, SPRG
Singapore proposed ideas aimed at raising awareness and
encouraging the masses to rally behind the show. One such idea
involved recreating the iconic MasterChef set at a local shopping
mall so that fans could imagine themselves being in the TV
programme. “MasterChef Asia” adopted the idea, and the set
subsequently doubled as the battleground for a Mystery Box
Challenge. All of the local contestants were critiqued live by the
“MasterChef Asia” judges during the occasion.
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Uncage Street Flavours 䠁᭴㺍乣━
Client ᇘᡭ: Heineken Hong Kong ࣑俏⑥ – Tiger Beer
Heineken Hong Kong, the parent company of Tiger Beer,
appointed SPRG to help raise public awareness of its brand in
Hong Kong. Originating from Singapore, Tiger Beer is lesser known
among Hong Kongers, hence it is not their usual choice. Shrewdly,
instead of positioning it as a newcomer to the market, SPRG chose
to promote Tiger Beer as an exciting experience – one that would
resonate with target consumers. Aligning with this experience,
SPRG developed the Tiger Bites – Uncage Street Flavours theme.
During the campaign, SPRG assisted Tiger Beer in cooperating
with various local restaurants, promoting the former as the perfect
complement to the latter. Correspondingly, a Tiger Food Truck
travelled across Hong Kong for 20 days, providing beer and street
food, as well as promoting the idea of uncaging food experiences.

Tiger Beer∃ޢਮ࣑俏⑥ညԱ㑧₡ޢ䰒䳼ൎ൞俏⑥ঊࣟ⢂
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Marketing Magazine –
Marketing Excellence Awards

Bronze Award 䢻⦄
．Heineken Hong Kong ࣑俏⑥ – Tiger Beer

Marketing Magazine – PR Awards Hong Kong
Gold Award 䠇⦄
．CFA Institute

PRCA Malaysia –
Malaysia PR Awards

Bronze 䢻⦄
． AB Theme Park Sdn Bhd
(Angry Birds Activity Park ៚ᙈ匛ѱ亂‸ൈ)
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Silver Award 䢶⦄
．China Animation Characters Company Limited 㨥ཅऋ╡ᖘ䊗ᴿ䲆ޢਮ
．P&G – Olay
Bronze Award 䢻⦄
．AAG Energy Holdings Limited Ӕ㗄㜳Ⓠ㛗ᴿ䲆ޢਮ

The Stevie® Awards

International Business Awards ു䳑ᾣཝ⦄
Group 䳼ൎ
Gold 䠇⦄
．Public Relations Agency of the Year in Asia Pacific
Ӕའॶᴶ֩ޢ䰒亝அ
．Public Relations Agency of the Year in Asia
Ӕ⍨ᴶ֩ޢ䰒亝அ

Client ᇘᡭ
Gold 䠇⦄
．Sinomax Group Ltd. ⴑ䄴䳼ൎᴿ䲆ޢਮ
．AB Theme Park Sdn Bhd
(Angry Birds Activity Park ៚ᙈ匛ѱ亂‸ൈ)
Bronze 䢻⦄
．Hung Fook Tong Group Holdings Ltd.
危⿅ุ䳼ൎ㛗ᴿ䲆ޢਮ

PR News –
Platinum PR Awards

Honourable Mention ⦄⮦ݠ
．Hung Fook Tong Group Holdings Ltd.
危⿅ุ䳼ൎ㛗ᴿ䲆ޢਮ
．NIRAKU GC HOLDINGS, INC.

Asia-Pacific Stevie® Awards
Bronze 䢻⦄
．Hung Fook Tong Group Holdings Ltd. 危⿅ุ䳼ൎ㛗ᴿ䲆ޢਮ

Marketing Magazine – Marketing Events Awards
Gold Award 䠇⦄
． Great Eastern Life ཝᶧᯯӰ༳ؓ䳠

Silver Award 䢶⦄
． Great Eastern Life ཝᶧᯯӰ༳ؓ䳠
(Best Home Grown Event ᴶ֩ᵢൕޢ䰒⍱ऋ
(Best Sponsorship Activation ᴶ֩䍀ࣟ᧞ᔙ)

The Hong Kong Council of
Social Services
俏⑥⽴ᴹᵃए㚥ᴹ

Environmental Campaign
Committee
⫦ູؓ䆭䚁ऋညଗᴹ

The Hong Kong
Productivity Council
俏⑥⭕⭘࣑䙨ቶ

The Hong Kong
Productivity Council
俏⑥⭕⭘࣑䙨ቶ

Mandatory Provident
Fund Scheme Authority
ᕭᙝޢゃ䠇䀾ࢹ㇗⨼ቶ

Social Enterprise
Research Institute
⽴ᴹԷᾣ⹊ガᡶ
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Strategic Public Relations Group
㑧₡ާޢ䰒亝அ䳼ൎ
Chairman: Richard Tsang
Executive Director: Jackey Ho
Senior Director – Asia: Eveline Wan

ѱᑣ: ᴴะ
อ㺂㪙Ӂ: 㗄ሬ
儎㍐㑳ⴙ ι Ӕ⍨: ␇䌘

Strategic Financial Relations Limited
㑧₡䋗㏉ޢ䰒亝அᴿ䲆ޢਮ
Managing Director: Esther Chan
Managing Director: Iris Lee

㪙Ӂ㑳㏉⨼: 䲩ᴲ㧷
㪙Ӂ㑳㏉⨼: ᶄឝბ





Strategic Financial Relations (China) Limited
㑧₡䋗㏉ޢ䰒亝அ ѣു ᴿ䲆ޢਮ
Managing Director: Anita Cheung
㪙Ӂ㑳㏉⨼: ᕫ响䴨
Strategic Communications Consultants Limited
㑧₡۩䁀亝அᵃएᴿ䲆ޢਮ
Managing Director: Vivian Fok
㪙Ӂ㑳㏉⨼: 䵃ిឝ

Beijing Strategic Communications Consultants Limited
्Ӣ㑧₡۩䁀ޢ䰒亝அᴿ䲆ޢਮ
General Manager: Cindy Qin
㑳㏉⨼: 㾹ߦ
Shanghai Strategic Consulting Company Limited
р⎭㑧₡ާޢ䰒亝அᴿ䲆ޢਮ
General Manager: Shufen Tan
㑳㏉⨼: 䲩␇㣢
Guangzhou Strategic Public Relations Limited
ᔙᐔ㑧₡ㆌ⮛䂘ᵃएᴿ䲆ޢਮ
General Manager: Eveline Wan
㑳㏉⨼: ␇䌘
Taiwan Strategic Communications Consultants Limited
ਦ⚙㑧₡۩䁀ޢ䰒亝அᴿ䲆ޢਮ
General Manager: Nancy Huang
㑳㏉⨼: 哹ݼឝ
Singapore Strategic Public Relations Pte Limited
᯦ࣖ㑧₡ާޢ䰒亝அᴿ䲆ޢਮ
General Manager: Edwin Yeo
㑳㏉⨼: ᾀᘍ㚦
Malaysia Strategic Public Relations Sdn Bhd
俢ּ㾵Ӕ㑧₡ާޢ䰒亝அᴿ䲆ޢਮ
General Manager 㑳㏉⨼: Stefanie Braukmann
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